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Dear   Farmington   Families,   Faculty,   Staff,   Students   and   Community,   
 
We   have   experienced   an   unprecedented   time   in   education   since   March,   2020   due   to   the   global   pandemic.  
Over   the   past   few   months,   our   community   has   joined   together   to   support   the   children   of   the   Farmington  
Public   Schools   in   new   and   novel   ways   through   remote   learning   as   well   as   collaborative   efforts   among   and  
between   students,   faculty,   staff,   families,   our   Board   of   Education,   Town   Council   and   the   entire   community.  
Although   we   faced   challenges   and   uncertainty   over   that   time,   we   also   experienced   Farmington’s   spirit   of  
generosity   and   care.    Together,   our   potential   to   support   the   children   of   Farmington   is   limitless   and   we   know  
that   a   high   level   of   care   and   support   for   our   students   will   continue   to   be   enhanced   as   we   embark   on   a   new  
school   year.    This   introductory   letter   serves   as   an   overview   of   Farmington’s   thoughtful   and   thorough  
approach   to   planning   for   the   coming   school   year.   
 

Thoughtful			Planning			for			our			Return			to			School:			
In   June,   the   school   district   shifted   to   beginning   the   planning   process   for   the   2020-2021   return   to   school.  
Our   planning   process   was   informed   by   feedback   and   input   we   received   from   students,   faculty,   staff,   families  
and   experts   in   the   �ields   of   health,   wellness,   safety,   facilities,   operations,   social   emotional   learning   and  
teaching   and   learning   while   adhering   to   the   requirements   outlined   in   the    CT   Reopening   Schools    plan.   
 
Our   overarching   planning   principles   for   all   local   planning   included   a   focus   on:  

● The				health			and			safety				of			all			members			of			our			school			district;		
● Social			emotional			well-being				of			all			members			of			our			school			district;			
● A			strong			focus			on				equity				as			well			as				academic			excellence					for			all			students;			and		
● Flexibility,			adaptability			and			optimism				in			all			aspects			of			our			planning			as			the			pandemic		

requires			us			all			to			be			nimble			and			shift			quickly			to			meet			the			needs			of			all			of			our			learners.		 	
 
In   addition,   Farmington   approaches   all   improvement   work,   including   our   return   to   school   planning,   with  
our   core   strategic   improvement   documents   in   mind:  

● Core   Beliefs   (The   Why) ;  
● Vision   of   the   Global   Citizen   (The   What) ;  
● Framework   for   Teaching   and   Learning--Our   Instructional   Design   (The   How) ;   and  
● Theory   of   Action   (Our   Direction) .  

 
By   utilizing   our   core   improvement   documents   in   the   planning   process,   we   have   ensured   that   equity,   social  
emotional   well-being   and   academic   excellence   are   at   the   center   of   all   planning,   especially   in   the   areas   of  
student-centered   teaching,   learning   and   assessment.   
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Our   local   Return   to   School   planning   structure   included   several   partners   and   experts   as   well   as  
opportunities   for   periodic   feedback   and   information   gathering   to   inform   decision-making   in   the   following  
domains:   

● Health   and   Safety   
● Operations   and   Facilities   
● Teaching   and   Learning/Technology   
● Special   Education   and   Social   Emotional   Well-Being   
● Human   Resources  	
● Communications   

 
For   in-person   learning,   Farmington’s   Return   to   School   plan   includes   multiple   mitigation   strategies   in   the   areas  
of   health   and   safety   aligned   to   the   state-wide   requirements   included   in   the    CT   Reopening   Schools   Plan :  

● Face   coverings/masks   that   completely   cover   the   nose   and   mouth   as   well   as   respiratory   and  
coughing   etiquette   

● Regular   handwashing  
● Maximizing   social   distancing  
● Cohorting   students   K-8  
● Sanitizing/cleaning   schools  
● Stay   home   when   ill  

 
It   is   important   to   note   that   the   members   of   the    Farmington   Valley   Health   District   (FVHD)    have   been   true  
partners   in   our   planning   process   to   ensure   we   deliver   an   education   that   re�lects   excellence   and   equity  
within   the   context   of   the   COVID-19   pandemic.   As   a   result,   the   health   and   safety   of   all   members   of   our   school  
district   continues   to   be   our   �irst   priority   in   partnership   with   the   FVHD.   Our   plan   includes   protocols,  
procedures   and   multiple   layers   of   mitigation   strategies   to   create   safer   learning   environments   within   our  
schools   for   all   members   of   our   school   district   community.   
 

Three			Scenarios			for			Farmington’s			Return			to			School:			
The   CSDE   charged   all   districts   with   the   task   of   creating   a   2020-2021   Return   to   School   plan   that   included  
three   scenarios   for   the   return   to   school   as   well   as   adherence   to   the    requirements   within   each   of   the   three  
scenarios   outlined   in   the    CT   Reopening   Schools    plan.    Governor   Lamont,   in   partnership   with  
Commissioner   Cardona   and   the   Department   of   Public   Health   (DPH),   decided   upon   an   in-person   model   of  
learning   for   the   2020-2021   school   year   due   to   Connecticut’s   current   COVID-19   health   trends.    If   these  
health   trends   re�lect   moderate   or   high   spread,   the   decision   to   engage   in   an   in-person   model   of   learning  
will   shift   to   a   hybrid   or   remote   only   model   of   learning.   By   planning   for   all   three   scenarios,   the   Farmington  
school   district   will   be   ready   to   react   to   changes   in   health   trends   over   the   summer   and   throughout   the  
school   year.    The   following   three   main   scenarios   were   the   foundation   of   our   planning   process:   

 
● Full			In-Person			Model			of			Learning				with   a   remote   learning   component   which   is   the  

current   state-wide   return   to   school   approach    (Minimal			COVID-19			Spread);		
● Hybrid			Model			of			Learning		  with   a   combination   of   remote   learning   and   in-person  

learning   with   a   weekly   A/B   rotation    (Moderate			COVID-19			Spread);			and		
● *Full			Remote			Only			Model			of			Learning		   (High			COVID-19			Spread).		  

 
*In			Farmington,			any			remote			learning			model			is			entitled			FPS			Interactive			Learning			within			the			three			planning		
scenarios			for			the			return			to			school.			.		
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Flexibility,			Adaptability			and			Optimism:			
Remaining   �lexible   and   adaptable   remains   a   constant   for   the   Farmington   school   district.    As   a   nationally  
recognized   learning   organization   committed   to   excellence,   equity   and   a   student-centered   approach,   the  
more   nimble   we   are   as   an   organization   and   as   individuals   and   teams,   the   more   readily   we   can   meet   the  
needs   of   all   learners   through   a   high-quality   education.     Collectively,   we   model   optimism   to   ensure   we  
remain   open   to   feedback   and   creative   in   all   aspects   of   our   planning   and   implementation   for   the   return   to  
school.    Modeling   optimism   is   also   vital   for   our   students   and   their   ability   to   cope   with   the   ever-changing  
landscape   related   to   the   pandemic.    With   �lexibility,   adaptability   and   optimism,   we   will   get   through   this  
time,   learning   lessons   along   the   way   that   will   strengthen   and   build   resilience   within   our   school   district  
community.   
 

A			Focus			on			Communication			and			Connections:		
We   have   been   and   will   continue   to   be   committed   to   regular   and   ongoing   communication   with   all   members  
of   our   school   community.   Communication   and   connections   with   one   another   are   extremely   critical   during  
this   time.    Please   stay   connected   with   us   by   visiting   our    Return   to   School   2020    webpage   for   more  
information,   videos,   tips   for   families   and   resources   as   well   as   a    Frequently   Asked   Questions    section.    We  
also   have   speci�ic   updates   and   information   about    COVID-19    that   are   linked   to   our   Return   to   School   2020  
webpage.   
 
On   behalf   of   the   Farmington   Board   of   Education   and   all   members   of   the   Farmington   Public   Schools,   we  
thank   you   for   your   partnership,   patience   and   support.     In   addition,   I   extend   my   sincere   and   deepest  
appreciation   to   our   outstanding   teachers,   faculty,   staff   and   administration   for   their   tireless   efforts   and  
unwavering   dedication   to   ensure   a   smooth   start   to   the   school   year   for   all   students.   I   am   deeply   humbled   to  
work   with   an   exceptional   team   of   educators   and   staff   here   in   Farmington.   We   are   a   strong,   vibrant   and  
connected   community   and   we   will   get   through   this   time   together   and   in   partnership.   Most   importantly,   we  
look   forward   to   connecting   with   our   extraordinary   students   and   one   another   once   again   on   September   2,  
2020   for   our   �irst   day   of   school!   
 
With   sincere   gratitude,  
Kathleen   C.   Greider  
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 Returning			to			Farmington			Public			Schools			
 

We   all   recognize   that   we   are   experiencing   constant   change   and   that,   in   many   cases,   we   have   con�licting  
needs   based   on   our   particular   circumstances   or   priorities.    Therefore   the   Farmington   Public   Schools   has  
approached   this   plan   with   the   aim   to   provide   the   maximum   �lexibility   possible   and   to   enable   seamless  
and   instant   transitions   from   one   instructional   model   to   another   when   necessary.   As   a   parent   or   a  
guardian,   you   will   have   a   choice   in   determining   the   best   learning   model   for   your   child(ren)   when   it  
comes   to   in-person   learning   or   remote   learning   within   our   current   in-person   return   to   school   approach  
during   this   period   of   uncertainty.   
 
The   Connecticut   State   Department   of   Education   has   determined   that,   given   the   low   incidence   of  
COVID-19   the   state   is   currently   experiencing,   all   districts   should   plan   a    universal			return			to		
“schoolhouses”			for			full-time			instruction		  at   the   beginning   of   2020-2021,   so   long   as   public   health   data  
continues   to   support   this   model.   This   universal   return   to   in-person   learning   model   will   require   multiple  
layers   of   mitigation   strategies   and   speci�ic   monitoring,   containment   and   potential   class   cancellation  
plans.    As   a   result,   we   will   be   able   to   move   into   a   hybrid   model   of   learning   or   into   a   fully   remote   school  
environment   as   school   or   public   health   concerns   warrant.   
 
Our   highest   priority   is   the   health   and   safety   of   our   students,   staff,   and   school   community   and   this   plan  
articulates   all   the   protocols   and   procedures   that   have   been   established   to   reduce   the   risk   of   spreading  
the   COVID-19   virus.     We   will   adhere   to   all   the   safety   requirements   from   the   State   of   Connecticut   ,  
including   the   Connecticut   State   Department   of   Education,   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District   (FVHD),  
and   the   Department   of   Public   Health.    All   decisions   about   stay-at-home   requirements   or   school   closures  
will   be   made   collaboratively   with   these   partners   and   based   on   the   best   available   data.   
 
More   speci�ic   Guiding   Principles   on   the   following   page   are   an   articulation   of   the   priorities   that   helped   us  
shape   our   plan.    We   look   forward   to   connecting   with   our   students   in   a   live   in-person   setting.   
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 Guiding			Principles		
Modeled   on   the   six   guiding   principles   put   forward   by   the   Connecticut   State   Department   of   Education   (CSDE)  
and   the   Reopen   Connecticut   Committee,   these   are   the   six   guiding   principles   that   have   shaped   the   FPS   Return   to  
School   plan:    

 

	

	
	
Health			&			Safety		

	

 
 
 

Protecting   the   health   &   safety   of   students   and   staff.  

	

Relationships			&			Joy		

Safeguarding   the   mental   and   social-emotional   wellness   of   our  
students   and   staff.    Extra   planning   and   care   will   go   into   making   sure  
our   learning   environments   are   joyful   places   despite   the   challenging  

circumstances.  

	

	
Continuity			of		

Learning			&			Growth		
	

 
Continuing   to   provide   excellent   programming   and   opportunities   for  

our   students   to   learn   and   grow.  

	

	
Flexibility			&		
Adaptability	  

 
 

Monitoring   the   health   of   the   school   and   community   populations  
and,   when   necessary,   quickly   moving   to   alternative   models   of  

instructional   delivery.  

	

	
Access			&		

Opportunity		
	

 
 

Emphasizing   equity,   access,   and   support   for   ALL   students.  

	

	
Family			&		

Community		
Partnership		

	

 
Fostering   strong   two-way   communication   with   partners   such   as  

students,   families,   faculty,   and   staff.  

 
In   addition   to   these   priorities   outlined   by   the   CSDE,   the   Farmington   Public   Schools   are   expected   to   follow   the  
requirements   and   guidelines   presented   in    Adapt,			Advance,			Achieve:			Connecticut’s			Plan			to			Learn			and			Grow			Together	,  
published   on   June   29,   2020.  
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Key			Strategies			for			a			Safe			Return			to			School			
 

The			main			strategies			the			Farmington			Public			Schools			will			use			to			mitigate			the			spread			of			COVID-19			are:		
 

 

“Stay			Home			When			Sick”			Messaging			and			Protocols:			
Students   and   staff   must   stay   home   if   they   are   experiencing   any    symptoms    of  
COVID-19   or   if   they   have   come   in   close   contact   with   someone   with   COVID-19.  
Also,   anyone   who   has   traveled   to   a   state   on   Connecticut’s    travel   advisory   list  
must   quarantine   for   14   days   before   coming   to   school.  	

 

Face			Covering			Expectations			and			Use			of			Clear			Plastic			Barriers:		 	
All   staff   and   students   are   expected   to   wear   a   protective   face   covering   or   face  
mask   that   completely   covers   the   nose   and   mouth   when   inside   the   school   building  
and   on   the   bus,   except   for   certain   legal   exceptions.    In   addition,   clear   transparent  
desk   shields   will   be   used   to   create   separation   as   needed.    All   families   are   asked   to  
wear   face   coverings   during   drop   off   and   pick   up. 	

 
Do			your			Part,			Stay		

Apart		

Social			Distancing			and			Cohorting:		 	
As   much   as   reasonably   possible,   we   will   be   keeping   students   away   from   each  
other   and   groups   away   from   other   groups   (cohorting).    This   means   that   building  
space   will   be   recon�igured   to   allow   for   student   separation   in   classrooms,  
bathrooms,   hallways,   and   other   areas   to   the   extent   possible.    Also,   particularly   at  
the   PreK-8   levels,   we   will   attempt   to   keep   groups   apart   and   have   each   group  
function   as   separately   as   possible.   Some   examples   of   cohorting   include:   separate  
recess,   no   large   group   gatherings,   and   specials   teachers   pushing   in   to   classes   to  
minimize   hallway   traf�ic.   Further,   this   also   means   we   will   try   to   stagger   arrival  
and   departure   times   to   the   extent   possible.   Visitors   will   be   restricted   from  
entering   the   building   in   most   cases.  

 

Hygiene			Practices:		 	
Students   and   staff   will   be   trained   in   and   encouraged   to   use   frequent:  

● Hand   washing:    Proper   handwashing   techniques   will   be   used.   
● Hand   Sanitizing:    Hand   sanitizing   procedures   will   be   followed.  
● Respiratory   Precautions:   Covering   coughs   and   sneezes   with   tissue   or  

elbow   will   be   reinforced.    Tissues   will   be   immediately   discarded   and  
hands   will   be   washed.   

 Sanitation			and			Disinfection:		 	
All   spaces   and   materials   will   undergo   enhanced   sanitation   measures.   

 

Vigilant			Health			Data			Monitoring:			
In   collaboration   with   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District   (FVHD),   we   will  
monitor   all   data   related   to   the   health   of   our   students,   staff,   and   community.    We  
will   ask   the   families   and   staff   to   share   pertinent   health   information   with   us   so   we  
can   make   good   decisions   about   community   spread   and   make   adjustments   to   our  
program,   as   necessary.   
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 Tip			Sheet			for			Families			and			Staff		
 

          The   main   actions   you   can   engage   in   as   a   family   or   as   a   staff   member   to   keep   us   all   safe   are:  
 

 

Stay			at			Home			if			Sick:		  Students   and   staff   must   stay   home   if   they   are   experiencing   any  
symptoms    of   COVID-19,   have   a   con�irmed   case   of   COVID-19,   or   if   they   have   come   in   close  
contact   with   someone   with   COVID-19.    Also,   anyone   who   has   traveled   to   a   state   on  
Connecticut’s    travel   advisory   list    must   quarantine   for   14   days   before   coming   to   school.   

 

Daily			Health			Screenings			and			Communication			with			School:		   Parents   and   staff   are  
expected   to   screen   daily   for    symptoms ,   including   a   temperature   check   prior   to   leaving   for  
school   each   day.   For   the   safety   of   our   community,   please   call   the   school   to   report   absences  
and   please   report   any   con�irmed   COVID-19   infections   that   occur   in   your   household.   

 

Face			Covering			or			Masks			Required:		   Students   and   staff   must   wear   face   coverings   or   masks  
that   completely   cover   the   nose   and   mouth   while   inside   the   school   and   on   the   bus,   with  
certain   legally   recognized   exemptions   that   have   been   reviewed   with   the   principal.   Please  
provide   your   own   face   covering.    If   students   do   not   have   a   mask,   one   will   be   provided   for  
them.   

 

Maintain			Social			Distancing:			“Do			your			part,			stay			apart”		  :   Please   maintain   your   distance  
from   others   at   the   bus   stop   and   at   arrival/dismissal   from   school   to   the   extent   possible.   The  
district   will   attempt   to   stay   within   the    American   Academy   of   Pediatrics   guidelines    of   3-6  
feet   in   all   school   facilities.    Schools   will   communicate   procedures   for   arrival   and   departure.   

 

No			Visitors:					Access   to   the   schools   will   be   limited   to   students   and   staff   members.    Please  
make   arrangements   by   phone   for   any   necessary   visits.   Most   meetings   with   families   or  
outside   providers   will   be   conducted   via   virtual   methods.  

 

Frequent			Hand			Washing			or			Sanitizing:		  Students   and   staff   must   engage   in   frequent   hand  
washing   or   sanitizing   including,   upon   arrival,   before   and   after   meals,   after   bathroom   use,  
and   after   coughing   or   sneezing.  

 

Bus			Expectations:				  Please   maintain   social   distance   requirements   at   bus   stops.   Students  
must   ride   their   assigned   bus   and   sit   in   an   assigned   seat   based   on   when   they   load   and  
unload   from   the   bus   .    Students   must   wear   mask/face   covering   while   on   the   bus.     If  
students   do   not   have   a   mask,   one   will   be   provided   for   them.   

 

Minimize			Shared			Materials:					Please   consider   purchasing   the   materials   your   student   will  
need.    Schools   will   share   supply   lists,   and   students   will   be   encouraged   to   not   share   their  
materials.   

 

Emergency			Plan:					Please   be   prepared   to   have   a   plan   in   place   in   case   the   school   calls   you  
with   an   update   related   to   the   health   of   your   child   or   the   cohort.    Students   who   exhibit   any  
symptoms   related   to   COVID-19   will   be   sent   home   with   a   parent,   guardian   or   emergency  
contact.    Please   make   sure   your   PowerSchool   emergency   contacts   are   current.  
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Return   to   School   Models  
 

 

CT			State		
Department			of		
Education		

Requirements		

● Schools			should			plan			to			have			all			students,			in			all			districts,			return			to			schoolhouses		
for			full-time			instruction			at			the			beginning			of			2020-2021,			so			long			as			public			health		
data			continues			to			support			this			model.			This			model			will			be			supported			with			more		
intensive			mitigation			strategies			and			speci�ic			monitoring,			containment			and			class		
cancellation			plans.			

● In			addition			to			full-time			instruction			plans			as			indicated			above,			LEAs			must			be		
prepared			to			modify			their			plans			to			support			a			partial			reopening			or			to			allow			for		
scale				back			at			a			future			date			if			the			public			health			data			changes.			

● Plan			for			parents			and			students			who			may			temporarily			choose			not			to			participate			in		
the			return			to			school.		 	

● Be			prepared			to			provide			remote			blended			learning			opportunities			immediately		
upon			cancellation			of			in-school			classes.			

● Prioritize			ongoing			education			opportunities			when			drafting			plans			for			a			shutdown,		
ensuring			that			materials			for			continuity			of			learning			are			available			for			school		
sessions			to			continue			remotely.			

● Develop			a			plan			for			extended			absences			and			communicate			it			with			parents			or		
guardians			in			the			event			of			a			second			extended			closure.		

 

 Farmington			Public			Schools			Plan			for			Continuity			of			Learning		

In  accordance  with  state  guidelines,  the  Farmington  Public  Schools  has  developed  three  models  for  the                
continuity  of  instruction  which  can  be  �lexibly  applied  based  on  health  guidance  from  the  state  and  local  health                   
of�icials.    The   three   models   of   learning   are:   

● In-Person	 	Model	 	of	 	Learning	:  All  students  will  be  in  school  and  follow  a  schedule.  Some  families 	 	 	              
may   choose   to   keep   students   at   home   and   participate   in   our   FPS   Interactive   Learning   option.   

● Hybrid		Model		of		Learning	:  In  order  to  increase  social  distancing  measures,  half  the  students  will  be 	 	 	              
in  a  live  classroom  setting  and  half  will  be  in  our  FPS  Interactive  Learning  program.  The  groups  will                   
switch   from   in-person   learning   to   FPS   Interactive   Learning   on   a   weekly   basis.   

● FPS	 	Interactive	 	Learning	 	(Farmington’s	 	New	 	Remote	 	Learning	 	Program):	  Students  will 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    
participate  in  their  classes  in  real-time  and  follow  the  school’s  daily  schedule.  There  will  be  times                 
when  students  will  be  asked  to  work  independently  and  check  in  with  the  class  at  speci�ied  times.  This                   
will   be   the   model   used   in   the   case   of   extended   absences   or   a   second   extended   closure.  
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 Three			Models			for			Continuity			of			Learning			Described		

Students  will  experience  a  mix  of  synchronous  (live  instruction)  and  asynchronous  (materials  provided  in  an                
online  platform)  in  all  three  models.  All  students  are  expected  to  attend  class  following  their  school’s                 
schedule.   

In-Person			Learning		
Model		

 Hybrid			Model		 FPS			Interactive		
Learning			(IL)		

Full			Capacity		
 

All   students   attend   school   on  
a   schedule.  

 

(Some			families			may			choose		
FPS			Interactive			Learning)	 

 50%			Capacity		
 

Half   the   school   attends   on   a  
rotating   A-week   /B-week  

schedule.  
 

(Some			families			may			choose			FPS		
Interactive			Learning)		

 Schools			Closed		
 

All   students   are    at   home  
connecting   virtually   and   in  

real-time. 	
	

Utilization			of			the			Model		

Low			Community			Spread		
In   coordination   with   local  

health   authorities,   this   model  
will   be    used   when   there   is  
low				COVID-19   spread   in   the  

community.   

 Some			Community			Spread		
In   coordination   with   local   health  

authorities,   this   model   will   be  
utilized   when   there   is    moderate		

COVID-19   spread   in   the  
community/school. 	

 High			Community			Spread		
In   coordination   with   local  

health   authorities,   this  
model   will   be  

implemented   when   there  
is    high				COVID-19   spread   in  

the   community/school. 	

Rationale			for			Use			of			Model		

All   mitigation   strategies   will   be  
in   place   to   stop   the   spread.  
Impacted   individuals   and  

cohorts   will   stay   home.  

 Community   spread   slowed  
through   enhanced   social  

distancing   on   the   bus   and   in  
school.    Buses   will   run   at   reduced  

capacity.   All   prevention   and  
sanitation   measures   will   be  
inspected   and   enhanced,   as  

necessary.   Impacted   individuals  
and   cohorts   stay   home.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Community   spread   slowed  
through   all   students  

staying   at   home.  
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In-Person			Learning		
	

 Hybrid			Model		 FPS			Interactive		
Learning			(IL)		

Core			Features			of			the			Model		

● Students   who   pass   their  
health   self-assessment  
attend   school   in   person.  

● Students   adhere   to   all   social  
distancing   guidelines   and  
follow   all   mitigation  
strategies.  

● Teachers   maintain   a   Google  
Classroom   to   organize   all  
student   assignments.  

● Teachers   offer   a   mix   of  
synchronous   (live)   and  
asynchronous   (material  
posted   in   Google   Classroom)  
experiences.   Synchronous  
teaching   will   be   favored.   

● When   possible,   teachers   use  
outdoor   or   larger   spaces   to  
increase   social   distancing.   

● Teachers   use   webcams   to  
livestream   parts   of   their  
lessons   so   students   at   home  
can   participate.    Specialists  
will   work   with   teachers   to  
provide   modi�ications,   when  
needed.   

 ● Students   are   separated   into   two  
cohorts   by   last   name.  

● Students   with   last   names   that  
start   with    A-K			come			to			school		
on			A			weeks.		

● Students   with   names   that   start  
with    L-Z			come			to			school			on			B		
weeks.		

● Students   participate   in   FPS  
Interactive   Learning    on   the  
opposite   week   .  

● Families   who   have   children  
with   different   last   names  
should   coordinate   with   their  
schools   to   have   their   children  
on   the   same   schedule   .  

 ● Students   connect   online  
in   real-time.  

● Students   follow   their  
regular   schedule   and  
attendance   is   taken.  

● Students   engage   with  
the   class   through  
Google   Meets.   

● Students   complete   all  
work   through   our  
Google   Classroom  
platform.  

● Parents/caretakers   are  
available   for   younger  
students   to   help   with  
activities.   
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In-Person			Learning		
Model		

 Hybrid			Model		  FPS			Interactive		
Learning			(IL)		

 

Models			Used		

In-person		
Learning		

Students   and   staff   attend   daily   and   follow   the   school’s   schedule.    All   mitigation  
strategies   are   followed.  

FPS			Interactive		
Learning		

Some   families/students   elect   FPS   Interactive   Learning  
Students   who   do   not   pass   the   daily   health   self-assessment   can   participate   in   the  

FPS   Interactive   Learning   if   they   feel   well   enough.  

 

 

In-Person			Learning			Model:		 	
Your   child   will   attend   school   Monday   -   Friday,   following   the   regular   school   calendar,   in  
his/her   assigned   school,   following   the   guidance   outlined   in   this   document.    The   core  
features   of   this   model   are:   

● Students   who   pass   their   health   self-assessment   attend   school   in   person.  
● Students   adhere   to   all   social   distancing   guidelines   and   follow   all   mitigation  

strategies.  
● Teachers   maintain   a   Google   Classroom   to   organize   all   student   assignments   and  

to   provide   feedback.  
● Teachers   offer   a   mix   of   synchronous   (live)   and   asynchronous   (material   posted   in  

Google   Classroom)   experiences.   Synchronous   learning   will   be   favored   in   this  
model.  

● When   possible,   teachers   use   outdoor   or   larger   spaces   to   increase   social  
distancing.   

● Teachers   use   webcams   to   livestream   parts   of   the   lesson   so   students   at   home   can  
participate.    Specialists   will   work   with   teachers   to   provide   modi�ications,   when  
needed.   

 

FPS			Interactive			Learning:		 
Your   child   will   log   in   to   school   Monday   -   Friday,   following   the   regular   school   calendar  
and   the   schedule   provided   by   his/her   school.   The   core   features   of   this   model   are:   

● Students   connect   online   in   real-time.  
● Students   follow   their   regular   schedule   and   attendance   is   taken.  
● Teachers   offer   a   mix   of   synchronous   (live)   and   asynchronous   (material   posted  

in   Google   Classroom)   experiences.    Synchronous   learning   will   be   favored   in   this  
model.  

● Synchronous   instruction   is   achieved   through   students   engagement   with   the  
class   through   Google   Meets.   

● Students   complete   all   work   through   our   Google   Classroom   platform   where   the  
teacher   organizes   all   student   assignments   and   provides   feedback.  

● Parents/Caretakers   are   available   for   younger   students   to   help   with   activities.   
● Special   education,   intervention,   and   English   Learner   services   will   be   provided  

through   synchronous   learning   on   a   designated   schedule.   
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In-Person			Learning		
Model			

	

 Hybrid			Model		  FPS			Interactive		
Learning			(IL)		

 
 
 
 

 Week			A		 Week			B		

Last			Names			A-K		 In-Person			Learning		 FPS			Interactive			Learning		

Last			Names			L-Z		 FPS			Interactive			Learning		 In-Person			Learning		
 
 
 
 

 

In-Person			Learning			Model:		 	
Children   will   attend   school   Monday   -   Friday   during   their   assigned   week,   following   the  
regular   school   calendar   and   schedule,   in   their   assigned   school,   following   the   guidance  
outlined   in   this   document.    The   core   features   of   this   model   are:   

● Students   who   pass   their   health   self-assessment   attend   school   in   person.  
● Students   adhere   to   all   social   distancing   guidelines   and   follow   all   mitigation  

strategies.  
● Teachers   maintain   a   Google   Classroom   to   organize   all   student   assignments   and   to  

provide   feedback.  
● Teachers   offer   a   mix   of   synchronous   (live)   and   asynchronous   (material   posted   in  

Google   Classroom)   experiences.     Synchronous   learning   will   be   favored   in   this  
model.  

● When   possible,   teachers   use   outdoor   or   larger   spaces   to   increase   social  
distancing.   

● Teachers   use   webcams   to   livestream   parts   of   the   lesson   so   students   at   home   can  
participate.    Specialists   will   work   with   teachers   to   provide   modi�ications,   when  
needed.   

 

FPS			Interactive			Learning:		 
In   the   alternative   weeks,   your   child   will   log   in   to   school   Monday   -   Friday,   following   the  
regular   school   calendar   and   the   schedule   provided   by   his/her   school.   The   core   features  
of   this   model   are:   

● Students   connect   online   in   real-time.  
● Students   follow   their   regular   schedule   and   attendance   is   taken.  
● Teachers   offer   a   mix   of   synchronous   (live)   and   asynchronous   (material   posted  

in   Google   Classroom)   experiences.     Synchronous   learning   will   be   favored   in  
this   model.  

● Synchronous   instruction   is   achieved   through   students   engagement   with   the  
class   through   Google   Meets.   

● Students   complete   all   work   through   our   Google   Classroom   platform   where   the  
teacher   organizes   all   student   assignments   and   provides   feedback.  

● Parents/Caretakers   are   available   for   younger   students   to   help   with   activities.  
● Special   education,   intervention,   and   English   Learner   services   will   be   provided  

through   synchronous   learning   on   a   designated   schedule.   
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In-Person			Learning		
	

 Hybrid			Model		  FPS			Interactive		
Learning			(IL)		

 

Models			Used		

In-person		
Learning		

Not   Available  

FPS			Interactive		
Learning		

All   Student   Participate   inFPS    Interactive   Learning  
 

 

	

FPS			Interactive			Learning:		 
Your   child   will   log   in   to   school   Monday   -   Friday,   following   the   regular   school  
calendar   and   the   schedule   provided   by   your   school.   The   core   features   of   this   model  
are:   

● Students   connect   online   in   real-time.  
● Students   follow   their   regular   schedule   and   attendance   is   taken.  
● Teachers   offer   a   mix   of   synchronous   (live)   and   asynchronous   (material  

posted   in   Google   Classroom)   experiences.     Synchronous   learning   will   be  
favored   in   this   model.  

● Synchronous   instruction   is   achieved   through   students   engagement   with   the  
class   through   Google   Meets.   

● Students   complete   all   work   through   our   Google   Classroom   platform   where  
the   teacher   organizes   all   student   assignments   and   provides   feedback  

● Parents/Caretakers   are   available   for   younger   students   to   help   with  
activities.   

● Special   education,   intervention,   and   English   Learner   services   will   be  
provided   through   synchronous   learning   on   a   designated   schedule.   
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 Three			Phases			of			Containment			and			Closure			Planning		

During   the   course   of   the   2020-2021   school   year,   it   may   become   necessary   for   the   school   to   partially   or   fully  
close   in   response   to   an   increased   health   risk.    The   Farmington   Public   Schools   will   work   in   collaboration  
with   state   and   local   authorities   to   make   decisions   regarding   the   response   to   community   cases   or  
community   spread   of   COVID-19.    The			purpose			of			containment			plans			are			to			decrease			the			risks			of		
spreading			COVID-19.				The			Connecticut			Department			of			Public			Health			will			be			providing			a			tiered		
system			to			assist			leaders			and			de�ine			the			decision-making			approach			should			partial			or			full		
class-cancellation			become			necessary.					See   the   CDC’s   School   Decision   tree   on   the   following   page   for   more  
information.    The   District’s   current   “All   Hazards”   plans   will   be   updated   to   include   pandemic   response  
guidance.  
 

No			Spread			or		
Minimal			Spread			of		

COVID-19		

 Minimal			Spread			of		
COVID-19		

Substantial			Spread		
of			COVID-19		

Cases   of   COVID-19   may   be  
present   in   the   community   but  

have   not   been   linked   to   anyone  
who   interacts   with   students   or  

staff.  
 

Key   mitigation   strategies   are   in  
place   and   reinforced   with  

students   by   all   staff.  

 Plan			to			respond			if			an			individual			has		
signs			or			symptoms			of			COVID-19,			there		
is			a			known			exposure,			or			a			member			of		
the			school			community			has			a			con�irmed		
diagnosis			of			COVID-19.			

● Students   exhibiting   signs   of  
COVID-19   during   the   school   day   are  
isolated   from   the   rest   of   the   school  
and   dismissed   with   a   parent/  
guardian.    Parent/guardian   informs  
school   about   a   COVID-19   diagnosis  
as   soon   as   possible.  

In   a    con�irmed				case   of   COVID-19:   
● School’s   “H   Team”   mobilizes.   
● Immediate   coordination   with   the  

Farmington   Valley   Health   District.  
● Contact   tracing   information   is  

shared   with   families,   while   adhering  
to   health   privacy   laws.  

● Closure   of   the   impacted   cohort   for   a  
2-3   day   period    may		  be   required   with  
a   shift   to   remote   learning   for   that  
period   of   time   for   that   cohort.   

● Students   exhibiting   signs   of  
COVID-19   return   to   school   only   after  
a   con�irmed   negative   result   on   a  
COVID-19   test   or   being   symptom  
free   for   24   hours.    We   will   follow   the  
guidance   from   the   state   or   the   FVHD  
on   these   procedures.  	

 Plan			to			respond			if			there			is			a		
spread			of			COVID-19			in			the		
school			or			the			community.		
● Collaborate   with   the   local  

health   department   to   track  
local   cases   of   COVID-19.  

● Share   school   data   related   to  
COVID-19   with   the  
Farmington   Valley   Health  
District,   adhering   to   all   laws  
that   govern   sharing   of   health  
records.   

● School’s   “H   Team”   mobilizes.  
● Coordination   with   the  

Farmington   Valley   Health  
District   to   make   a   decision  
regarding   school   closure.  

● Notify   and   consult   with   the  
CSDE   if   FPS   is   considering  
class   cancellation   or   a   school  
closure.  

● Recovery   and   re-entry  
guidelines   will   be   established  
in   collaboration   with   the  
Farmington   Valley   Health  
District. 	
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 COVID-19			CASES			IN			SCHOOL			PROTOCOL		

If   a   student,   staff   member,   or   outside   visitor   has   been   present   in   a   school    has   a  		con�irmed			diagnosis			of		
COVID-19	,   the   School   Nurse   and   the   building   Principal   contact   the   Superintendent   of   Schools.   Additionally,   the  
Superintendent   will   be   noti�ied   by   school   personnel   that   a   student   is   suspected   of   being   sick,   maintaining  
con�identiality   in   accordance   with   HIPPA,   FERPA,   and   other   privacy   laws   and   regulations.  

The   Superintendent   of   Schools   will   notify   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District   immediately.  

The   Farmington   Valley   Health   District   will   assess   the   risk   of   further   transmission   in   the   school.    Decisions   will   be  
made   concerning:   contact   tracing,   closure,   cleaning,   and   continuity   of   education   in   partnership   with   the   FVHD.   

The   decision   to   suspend   or   close   a   cohort,   a   school,   or   the   entire   school   district   will   be   made   by   the  
Superintendent   or   designee   based   on   information   and   recommendations   from   the   Farmington   Valley   Health  
District.   Board   of   Education   members   will   be   noti�ied   of   closure   as   well   as   the   State   Department   of   Education.  

Schools   may   implement   a   short-term   building   dismissal   (2-5   days   or   longer)   if   an   infected   person   has   been   in   a  
school   building,   as   recommended   by   the   CDC.   During   the   short-term   building   dismissal,   FPS   Interactive   Learning  
would   occur   for   those   students   impacted.   This   initial   short-term   dismissal   allows   time   for    local   health   of�icials   to  
gain   a   better   understanding   of   the   COVID-19   situation   impacting   the   school.   This   allows   the   Superintendent,   in  
consultation   with   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District,   to   determine   appropriate   next   steps,   including   whether  
an   extended   closure   is   needed   to   stop   or   slow   further   spread   of   COVID-19.   The   school   building(s)   will   undergo   a  
deep   cleaning   protocol.  
All   communications   to   the   school   community   including   staff   and   families   will   be   made   through   the   Superintendent.  
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Communication:			Family			and			Community			Engagement		
District   and   School   Liaison  
 
Key			Elements:			

 

● The			district			will			designate			an			employee			to			serve			as			a			COVID-19			Health			and		
Safety			Compliance			Liaison.			This			designated			person			will			be			responsible			for		
engaging			with			students,			parents,			faculty,			staff,			and			administrators			to			answer		
questions			or			concerns			about			health			and			safety			requirements			regarding		
COVID-19			concerns			(e.g.,			school			nurse).			

● All   school   staff   and   families   should   know   and   have   the   contact   information   for   the  
designee.   This   role   can   be   assigned   to   an   administrator   or   someone   with   the  
authority   to   address   compliance   issues.  	

 
 
 
 

 
District   and   School   Health   and   Safety   Compliance   Liaison   Information  
District   COVID   Liaison:   
Alicia   Bowman,   Assistant   Superintendent   of   Finance   and   Operations,   bowmana@fpsct.org  
 
School   COVID   Liaisons:  

● Farmington   High   School:   
○ Katie   Saunders,   RN,   saundersk@fpsct.org   
○ Chandra   Chipman,   RN,   chipmanc@fpsct.org  

● Irving   A.   Robbins:   
○ Karen   Edgar,   RN,   edgark@fpsct.org  

● West   Woods   Upper   Elementary   School:  
○ Monika   Liberda,   RN,   liberdam@fpsct.org  
○ Chandra   Chipman,   RN,   chipmanc@fpsct.org  

● East   Farms   School:   
○ Erica   Wisniewski,   RN,   wisniewskie@fpsct.org  

● Noah   Wallace   School:   
○ Laura   Molusis,   RN,   molusisl@fpsct.org  

● Union   School:   
○ Kristin   Paye-Baker,   RN,   payebakerk@fpsct.org  

● West   District   School:   
○ Lauren   Foote,   RN,   footel@fpsct.org  

● Alternative   School:   
○ Katie   Saunders,   RN   saundersk@fpsct.org  
○ Chandra   Chipman,   RN,   chipmanc@fpsct.org  

  
 
 
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Include   the   liaison   information   on   all   communication   to   families   and   staff   so   that  
they   know   whom   to   contact   with   questions   or   concerns.  

 Post   above   information   on   the   website.   
 Farmington’s   Return-to-School   Plan   and   Health   and   Safety   Liaison   contact  

information   will   be   shared   during   summer   Board   of   Education   meetings,   in  
district-wide   Communications,   and   available   on   the   school   district’s   website.   
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Communication:			Family			and			Community			Engagement		
Communication   Plans  
 
Key			Elements	:			

 

● The			district			will			continue			to			comply			with			all			state			and			federal			family		
engagement			requirements			during			the			COVID-19			pandemic.		

● The			district			has			systems			in			place			to			communicate			the			most			up			to			date			policies		
and			protocols			related			to			the			considerations			herein,			for			staff,			students,			and		
families.			

● The			district			will			use			multiple			communication			methods			to			reach			all			families				such  
as   e-mail,   phone   calls,   push   noti�ications,   social   media,   district   and   school   websites. 	

● Communications			plans			will			be			available			in			relevant			languages			of			families			in			the		
community,			as			well			as			accessible			to			those			with			visual			and/or			hearing		
impairments.			

● All			policies			and			protocols			will			continue			to			be			clearly			marked			with			version			and		
date,			as			they			may			change			over			time.			

● The				district			COVID-19			website				will			be			updated			regularly.			
● The			district			will			develop			a			plan			for			how			the			community			will			be			noti�ied			of			any		

changes			to			policies,			need			to			cancel			classes,			or			other			changes			or			restrictions.		
● The			district			will			maintain			continuity			around			frequency			of			communication,			and		

ensure			detailed			updates			are			provided			whenever			critical			information			regarding		
policies,			protocols,			or			health			data			changes.			

● The			district			will			continue			to			engage			in			ongoing			two-way			communication			with		
the			school			community			(staff,			families,			and			students)			about			any			new			policies		
and/or			protocols			prior			to			reopening,			any			time			there			is			a			signi�icant			policy		
change,			and			upon			re-entry			if			a			school			closes			temporarily			during			the			year.			

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 District			leadership			will			continue			to			engage			the			school			district			community			with		
clear			and			ongoing			communication			about			what			to			expect			during			and			prior			to		
reopening		  as   well   as   communications   focused   on   district-wide   items   in   the  
following   categories:  

● Technology   protocols  
● Teaching   and   learning  
● Tips   for   Families  
● Social/emotional   learning   
● Health   and   safety   protocols  
● Equity   
● COVID-19  

 District   leadership   will   continue   to   engage   the   school   community   in   regular  
communications   focused   on   school-based   items   related   to:  

● Implementation   of   remote   learning  
● Best   practices   in   remote   learning  
● Social/emotional   learning  
● Family   connections  
● Clubs/activities  
● Feedback/input  
● Spirit   weeks  
● Classroom-level   communication  
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 District			leadership,			in			collaboration			with			the			Medical			Director			and			the		
Farmington			Valley			Health			District,			will			communicate			any			changes			to			policies,		
need			to			cancel			classes,			or			other			changes			or			restrictions			to			families,			faculty			and		
staff.		
	

	 Building   principals   will   schedule   regular   PTO   meetings    to   provide   opportunities   for  
information   sharing   and   feedback.   

	 District   and   school-based   leadership   will   produce   and   distribute   videos   and   other  
means   of   communication   to   provide   information   on   updates   to   the   various  
return-to-school   topics   for   students,   families   and   faculty/staff   to   ensure   a   smooth  
and   positive   transition   back   to   school.   

	 District   and   school-based   leadership   will   ensure   that   all   constituencies   receive   clear  
and   concise   expectations   about   all   aspects   of   Farmington’s   enhanced   remote  
learning   program,   as   well   as   updates   about   COVID-19,    including   updated   web   pages  
(with   written,   video   and   other   means   of   communication),   by   the   start   of   the   school  
year.  

	 Protocols   will   be   in   place   at   the   school   and   district   levels   to   ensure   HIPAA   privacy  
requirements   are   maintained   when   it   comes   to   student   and   staff   illness   or   a   change  
in   the   level   of   COVID-19   spread   that   would   necessitate   a   shift   to   a   hybrid   or   remote  
learning   only   approach.   

	 Internally,   regular   updates   will   provide   district-wide   information   to   faculty   and   staff  
related   to:  

● Teaching   and   learning   expectations  
● Human   resources  
● Frequently   asked   questions  
● COVID-19   updates   

	 The   district-wide   manual   and   faculty/staff   handbooks   will   be   updated   with  
information   related   to   the   three   scenarios   for   the   return   to   school   to   provide  
information   to   all   constituencies.  

	 The   All-Hazards   Security   Manual   is   updated   to   re�lect   an   enhanced   section   on  
response   to   a   pandemic.  

	 Faculty   /   staff   handbooks   will   include   an   addendum   that   describes   COVID-related  
responsibilities,   expectations,   and   procedures.  

	 The   FEA,   Nurses   and   FPSEU   will   establish   regular   communication   check-ins   with  
administration.  

	 The   FEA,   Nurses   and   FPSEU   will   develop   a   regular   feedback   loop   to   gather   teacher  
and   staff   input,   questions,   suggestions.  
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Communication:			Family			and			Community			Engagement		
Families   as   Partners  
 
Key			Elements:			

 
 

Data   Collection  
● The			district			will			continue			to			engage			in			ongoing			two-way			communication			with		

the			school			community			(staff,			families,			and			students).				This			should			include		
feedback			and			consultation			regarding			the			implementation			of			new			policies		
and/or			protocols.			

● The			district			has			prioritized			gathering			information			from			families			prior			to		
reopening.			The			family			survey			data			will			assist			the			district			in				properly			planning		
for			resuming			classes			in			the			fall.			

● The			district			will			continue			to			engage			with			families			and			students			as			the			reopening		
moves			forward			to			ensure			they			are			informed			and			have			the			ability			to			provide		
feedback.		

● Periodically,   the   district   leadership   will   continue   to   seek   town-wide   feedback   from  
families   on   the   effectiveness   of   Farmington’s   enhanced   remote   learning   programming.   

Parent   Engagement   Strategies   
● Provide   training   opportunities   (i.e.   webinars)   for   families   on   device   use,   access   to  

school   platforms,   and   other   relevant   information.  
● Offer   virtual   open   house   and   conference   days   for   parents   to   learn   about   curriculum  

and   programming,   student   progress,   answer   questions,   and   provide   feedback.  
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Surveys   will   be   used   to   gather   data   about   whether   or   not   families   will   choose   the  
remote   learning   option   for   the   fall.    For   families   choosing   in-person   learning,   parents  
will   also   be   surveyed   on   whether   or   not   their   children   will   be   riding   the   bus.   

 District   and   school-based   leadership   will   develop,   distribute   and   analyze   family  
surveys   in   order   to   inform   the   Return   to   School   Plan   and   subsequent   plans,   as  
needed.  

 Provide   training   opportunities   (i.e.   webinars)   for   families   on   device   use   and   access   to  
school   platforms   as   well   as   other   supports   for   learning   which   they   can   use   at   home.   

 Offer   virtual   open   house   and   conference   days   for   parents   to   learn   about   curriculum  
and   programming,   student   progress,   answer   questions,   and   receive   feedback   from  
teachers.  

 Implement   high-impact   family   engagement   strategies   by   applying   the    guiding  
principles    in   Connecticut’s   Framework   for   Family   Engagement.   

 Regularly   share   information   with   families   about   children’s   academic   and   social  
progress   and   performance.   

 Engage   students   and   families   in   conversations   about   how   they   want   teachers   and  
parents/guardians   to   support   their   learning.   
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Communication:			Family			and			Community			Engagement		
Information   Networks  
 
Key			Elements:			

	
 

● District   leadership   will   collaborate   across   schools   and   with   community   partners   to  
stay   abreast   of   changes   in   the   level   of   COVID-19   spread   and   to   collaborate   on   other  
emerging   issues   and   events.  

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 The   District   Leadership   Council   will   meet   regularly   in   emergency   management  
meetings   as   well   as   general   leadership   meetings   to   keep   district   and   school   leaders  
informed   so   they   can   keep   their   school   communities   informed   of   new   and   emerging  
issues,   events,   etc.   

 Regular   meetings   with   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District   (FVHD)   will   keep   the  
school   district   administration   informed   about:   

● Health   data   trends  
● Frequently   asked   questions  
● Guidance   on   issues/concerns  

 School   and   district   leaders   will   engage   in   formal   and   informal   networks   of   regional  
or   state-wide   colleagues   in   order   to   share   information   and   plan   collaboratively.  
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Hygiene   Standards   and   Training  
		Key			Elements	:			

 

• The			district			will			ensure			that			students			are			educated			in			the			new			expectations		
related			to			all			public			health			policies			and			protocols			and			that			all			policies			and		
protocols			are			implemented.		

• School			personnel			will			train			students,			faculty			and			staff			on			the			importance			of		
performing			and			adhering			to			the			following			public			health			practices			to			prevent			the		
spread			of			diseases:		

o Hand			washing:				Proper			handwashing			techniques			will			be			used.			
o Hand			Sanitizing:				Hand			sanitizing			procedures			will			be			followed.		
o Face			Coverings:			Wearing			a			mask			or			face			covering			to			prevent			the		

spread			of			respiratory			droplets.		
o Respiratory			Precautions:			Covering			coughs			and			sneezes			with			tissue		

or			elbow			will			be			reinforced.				Tissues			will			be			immediately		
discarded			and			hands			will			be			washed.		 	

o Enhanced			cleaning/disinfection			of			surfaces			
o No			Physical			Contact:				No			handshakes,			high			�ives,			hugs,			etc.		

● School			personnel			will			be			prepared			to			train			students			on			these			hygiene			practices		
and			will			reinforce			these			habits			with			students			by			establishing			routines			in			the		
classroom.			

	
Implementation		

Checklist:		

	

 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   procure   all   supplies   to   ensure   implementation   of   the   safety  
protocols   above.   Supplies   must   adhere   to   CDC   guidelines.  

 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   procure   paper   towels   for   bathrooms   and   cover   or   disable  
the   hand   blowers.   

 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   coordinate   the   installation   of   hand   sanitizing   dispensers   in  
all   facilities.   

 Students   will   be   taught   proper   hand   washing   and   sanitizing   techniques   and   learn   how   to  
protect   others   when   they   are   sick   by   using   proper   hygiene   techniques.   

 Teachers   will   have   a   schedule   of   regular   hand   washing   procedures   throughout   the   day,  
particularly,   before   and   after   lunch.   

 Signs   will   be   posted   in   bathrooms   with   proper   hygiene   reminders.   
	 The			Assistant			Superintendent			of			Finance			and			Operations			will			identify			the			needs		

and			coordinate			the			training			of			all			personnel			in			all			Health			and			Safety			protocols,		
including			substitutes			or			others			who			may			enter			the			school			outside			of			the			school			day		
or			during			breaks.			

	 The			Assistant			Superintendent			of			Finance			and			Operations			will			coordinate			live			and		
video			training			for			families			and			students			that			includes			expectations			and			protocols		
related			to:			hygiene,			respiratory			etiquette,				mask			wearing,			social			distancing,			and		
cleaning			protocols.			
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Stay   Home   When   Sick   and   Self-Assessment   Procedures  

 
Key			Elements:		

 

• Staff			and			families			will			receive			communications			about			staying			home			when			sick.		
District-wide			sick			protocols,			including			signs			and			symptoms			of			COVID-19,			and		
temperature			thresholds			will			be			communicated			with			families.		

• Staff			and			students			(or			their			parents/			guardians)			will			be			asked				to			perform			a		
self-assessment			prior			to			leaving			for			school			to			identify			fever			and			other			possible		
COVID-19			symptoms.				This			self-assessment			will			include			a			temperature			threshold.		 	

• Students			or			staff			who			have			symptoms			consistent			with			COVID-19			or			a			temperature		
above			the			threshold			of			100.0°are			required			to			stay			home.		

• Students			and			staff			are			asked			to			inform			the			school			if			they			are			sick			with			COVID-19		
related			symptoms,			particularly			if			they			had			a			known			contact			with			someone			diagnosed		
with			COVID-19.			

• We   are   awaiting   guidance   from   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District   about   the   number   of  
hours   a   child   should   stay   out   after   being   fever   free.    We   will   update   our   protocols   when   a  
decision   is   made.   

 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   select   or   develop   guidance   related   to   the  
self-assessment   screening   each   student   and   staff   member   should   do   prior   to   arriving  
at   school.    The    CDC   offers   this   guidance.  

 The   Director   of   Health   Services,   Building   principals,   and/or   school   nurses   will  
communicate   to   staff   and   families   the   importance   of   informing   the   school   if   they   or  
their   child   are   sick   with   COVID-19   related   symptoms,   or   if   they   have   had   contact   with  
someone   diagnosed   with   COVID-19.  

 The   Director   of   Health   Services,   Building   principals,   and/or   school   nurses   will  
communicate   the   following   to   staff   and   families:  

●   How   to   perform   a   self-assessment   prior   to   leaving   for   school   to   identify   fever  
and   other   possible   COVID-19   symptoms.  

● The   symptoms   consistent   with   COVID-19   that   would   require   students   and/or  
staff   to   remain   at   home.  

● How   to   inform   the   school   about   symptoms   and   absences.  

 
 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
   

• See   above   plan.  • See   above   plan.  • Instruct   students   and   staff   to  
inform   the   school   if   they   are  
sick   with   COVID-19   related  
symptoms,   particularly   if  
they   had   a   known   contact  
with   someone   diagnosed  
with   COVID-19.  
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Face   Masks/Face   Shields/Clear   Plastic   Barriers  

 

Key			Elements:		

	
 

• All			students			and			staff			will			be			required			to			use			face			coverings			when			they			are			inside		
the			school			building.			

• When   possible,   parents   should   provide   face   masks   or   face   coverings   for   their   own  
child(ren).  

• The			district			will			be			prepared			to			provide			a			disposable			mask			to			any			student			or			staff		
member			who			does			not			have			one.			

• Anyone			with			documented			medical			or			other			reasons			for			not			wearing			a			mask			will			be		
exempted			from			this			requirement.			Face			masks			may			be			removed			on			individuals		
experiencing			a			medical			emergency.			

 

Face			Covering/Masks		 Face			Shield		 Clear			Plastic			Barriers		

A   cloth   or   disposable   face  
covering   that   covers   the   nose   and  

mouth;   may   or   may   not   be  
medical   grade.   

A   clear   plastic   shield   that   covers   the  
forehead   as   needed,   extends   below  

the   chin,   and   wraps   around   the   sides  
of   the   face.     Worn   in   conjunction  

with   a   mask .  

A   clear   plastic   or   solid   surface   as  
needed   that   can   be   cleaned   and  
sanitized   often.    Masks   must   be  

worn   even   when   plastic   barriers   are  
present.  

   
Image   adapted    from    "Adapt,   Advance,   Achieve:   Connecticut’s   Plan   to   Learn   and   Grow   Together"   (CT   Schools  

Reopening   Plan),   June   29,   2020). 	
	
	
	

Implementation		
Checklist:	

	

 The			Assistant			Superintendent			of			Finance			and			Operations			will			procure			and		
distribute			face			masks,			face			shields,			and			clear			plastic			barriers.		

 The   Assistant   Superintendent   of   FInance   and   Operations   will   purchase   face   masks   for  
special   populations   (e.g.,   masks   with   see-through   coverings   or   specialty   masks   for  
students   with   special   health   requirements).    Principals   will   work   with   Special  
Services   personnel   to   determine   who   will   need   these   specialty   masks.   (Consider   this  
for   teachers/personnel   who   work   with   ELL   populations,   as   well.)  

 Require			all			students			to			wear			face-masks			on			the			bus			and			in			school			buildings.				By		
legal			exception,			some			students			will			not			be			required			to			wear			them			due			to		
documented			health			reasons.				Communicate			with			families			how			students			would		
qualify			for			this			exception.		

 The   district/schools   will   communicate   this   expectation   to   parents   and   provide   some  
guidance   related   to   face   masks/cloth   coverings.   

 The   Board   of   Education   will   review   and   modify   policy   or   regulations   related   to   dress  
code   so   that   face   mask   designs   are   appropriate   for   an   educational   setting.   
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 Principals   will   develop   protocols   and   schedules   for   outdoor   mask   breaks   and  
communicate   these   with   teachers   and   staff.  

 Students   and   staff   may   remove   the   face   masks   while   eating   or   drinking   as   long   as  
there   is   suf�icient   distance   between   themselves   and   another   individual.  

 Assess   when   face   shields   may   be   appropriate   for   students   and   staff.   Face   shields   alone  
are   not   a   suf�icient   alternative   to   wearing   face   masks   for   source   control,   but   rather  
both   should   be   worn   for   additional   protection.   

 The   Director   of   Technology   will   investigate   the   feasibility   of   printing   larger   teacher  
pictures   on   badges   to   assist   in   face   recognition   within   schools.   

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   direct   the   nurses   at   each   school   to   manage   the  
supply   of   face   masks   and   personal   protective   equipment   (PPE)   for   each   school.  
Nurses   will   inventory,   distribute,   and   request   needed   supplies.   

 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   work   with   the   principals   at   each   school   to   set   up  
protective   plexiglass   or   other   barriers   as   needed   at   points   of   contact   with   the   public  
or   in   areas   where   adequate   social   distancing   cannot   be   achieved.   

 
 

 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   work   with   principals   on   the   distribution   and   use   of  
plexiglass/other   dividers   for   students   in   classroom   or   cafeteria   settings   if   needed.   
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Social   Distancing   and   Cohorting  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

• Schools			will			assist			staff			and			students			in			maintaining			maximum			social			distancing		
between			individuals			to			reduce			the			transmission			of			the			virus			per			the			public			health		
guidelines			at			that			time.			

• Schools			will			be			prepared			to			adjust			the			approach			to			social			distancing			if			guidance		
from			the			CDC			or			DPH			changes			due			to			shifting			public			health			data			or			evolving		
understanding			of			COVID-19			disease,			including			transmission.		

• A			“cohort”			is			a			group			or			team			of			students			and			educators			with			consistent			members		
that			stay			together			throughout			the			school			day.			The			purpose			of			cohorting			is			to			limit		
the			number			of			students			who			are			exposed			to			or			may			be			diagnosed			with			COVID-19			if		
there			is			community			transmission			in			a			school.			Maintaining			stable			cohorts			helps			to		
mitigate			the			risk			of			spreading			COVID-19.			

• Schools			will			implement			the			strategy			of			establishing			stable			cohorts			within			the		
school			population,			when			feasible.				This			is			strongly			encouraged			in			grades			K-8,			and		
encouraged			where			feasible			for			grades			9-12.		 	

	
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 Building   principals   will   develop   and   implement   plans   for   physical   distancing   if   feasible  
in   all   school   environments   including   classrooms,   hallways,   cafeterias,   bathrooms,   and  
on   buses.   For   speci�ic   distancing   protocols,   see    Facilities			and			Operations:			School			and		
Classroom			Procedures	.		

 Building   principals   will,   to   the   greatest   extent   possible,   create   student/teacher  
cohorts   to   minimize   the   mixing   of   student   groups   throughout   the   day.   For   more  
information   about   Cohorting,   see    Facilities			and			Operations:			School			and		
Classroom			Procedures	.  
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Shared   Materials   and   Supplies   Management  

 

Key			Elements:		

 

• Teachers   will   minimize   the   need   to   have   multiple   students   sharing   high-touch   materials   to  
the   greatest   extent   possible.   These   materials   include,   but   are   not   limited   to   books,  
computers,   calculators,   writing   utensils,   computer   keyboards/headphones,   and   art   supplies.  

• Principals   and   teachers   will   encourage   families   to   provide   individual   sets   of  
instructional   supplies   for   use   during   the   school   day.    Schools   will   provide   supplies   for  
students   who   need   them.   

• Schools			will			develop			a			plan			for			cleaning			and			disinfecting			shared			equipment			in			the		
shop			or			lab,			before			and			after			each			use.		

 
Implementation		

Checklist:		

	

 Building   principals   and   teachers   will   develop   plans   to   restrict   the   sharing   of  
educational   materials   among   individual   students. 	

 Classroom   teachers   will   provide   discrete,   individual   instructional   supplies   where  
possible,   or   in   conjunction   with   classroom   supply   lists.   

 Building   administrators   and   teachers   will   work   to   create   procedures   for   students  
to   store   their   belongings   and   supplies,   which   should   be   separated   and  
individually   labeled.   

 Custodians,   cleaners,   and/or   teachers   will   appropriately   clean,   disinfect,   or  
sanitize   materials   at   the   end   of   each   school   day,   consistent   with    CDC   guidelines.  

 When   appropriate,   students   may   be   asked   to   assist   with   cleaning   their   materials   and/or  
personal   space.   

 In   the   �irst   few   weeks   of   school,   teachers   can   assemble   “to   go   bags”   in   the   case   of   an  
immediate   school   closure.   Materials   such   as   leveled   books,   math   manipulatives,   or   games  
can   be   considered.   

 Develop			a			plan			for			cleaning			and			disinfecting			shared			equipment			in			the			shops			or		
labs,			before			and			after			each			use.	 
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Visitors/Volunteers   and   Vendor   Deliveries  
 

Key			Elements	:		

	
 

• Visits   to   school   buildings   will   be   by   appointment   only.  
• All   approved   visitors/vendors   will   be   asked   to   adhere   to   social   distancing   guidelines.  
• All   approved    visitors/vendors   will   be   required   to   wear   face   coverings   while   inside   the  

building.  
• The   district   will   be   prepared   to   provide   a   mask   to   any   visitor/vendor   who   does   not  

have   one.   
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	
	
	

 In   collaboration   with   the   Superintendent   of   Schools   and   the   FVHD,   building   principals  
will   consider   limiting   or   restricting   nonessential   volunteers   and   visitors,   as   well   as  
school   activities   held   in   the   school   such   as   assemblies   or   larger   gatherings.   

 In   collaboration   with   the   Superintendent   of   Schools   and   the   FVHD,   building   principals  
will   assess   how   parent   access   to   buildings   can   be   structured   to   facilitate   compliance  
with   CDC   and   other   public   health   recommendations.  

 Building   principals   will   communicate   a   clear   policy   de�ining   essential   building   access  
for   parents,   such   as   for   PPT   meetings,   or   provide   virtual   meetings   when   possible.  

 Building   principals   and   custodians   will   ensure   the   presence   of   clear   signage   indicating  
the   new   visitor   policies.  

 Building   principals   and   school   nurses   will   share   new   visitor/volunteer   policies   with  
families   including   information   on   required   face   coverings   and   social   distancing  
practices.  

 Building   principals   will   ensure   that   all   student   teachers   working   will   be   required   to  
follow   the   procedures   outlined   in   this   document,   including   those    related   to   wearing  
masks,   keeping   socially   distant,   hygiene,   and   calling   out   when   sick.   
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Signs   and   Messaging  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

• All			signs			and			messages			related			to			stopping			the			spread			of			COVID-19will			be		
accessible			for			students			with			disabilities			and			in			languages			appropriate			for			the		
school			population.			

• All   buildings   will   have   age-appropriate   signage   reminding   students   to   wear   their   masks  
and   to   maintain   social   distancing.   

 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 Building   principals   and   custodians   will   develop   and   install   age-appropriate   signage  
related   to   reducing   the   spread   of   COVID-19   throughout   the   schools.   Signs   will   be  
accessible   to   students   with   disabilities   and   written   in   languages   appropriate   for   the  
school   population.   

 Building   principals   and   custodians   will   develop   and   install   signs   for   visitors   at   the   main  
entrance(s).   These   signs   will    include   information   about   the   visitor   policy,   face  
coverings   and   social   distancing.   

 Signage   in   all   bathrooms   will   contain   information   on   proper   hand-washing   and  
sanitation   techniques.   
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Vulnerable   Student   Populations   Procedures  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

• The   Director   of   Health   Services   in   collaboration   with   Special   Services   and   individual  
building   nurses   will   develop   support   plans   for   high-risk   student   populations.   

• Parents   of   students   with   health   vulnerabilities   should   contact   the   school   nurse   as   soon   as  
possible   to   discuss   a   safe   plan   for   continuity   of   instruction.  

 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   in   collaboration   with   Special   Services   and   individual  
building   nurses   will   develop   support   individual   plans   for   high-risk   students.   

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   collaborate   with   FVHD   to   develop   a   protocol   for  
administering   respiratory   treatments   (e.g.,   nebulizer,   suctioning,   etc.)   to   students. 	

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   develop   a   protocol   for   toileting   students   and  
handling   soiled   clothing.  
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
In-School   Health   Screenings   and   Procedures   for   Symptomatic   Students  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

● School   staff   will   send   any   students   exhibiting   signs   of   fever,   cough   or   respiratory   distress  
or   other   COVID-19   symptoms,   to   an   area   outside   the   main   nurse’s   of�ice   where   they   can   be  
assessed   by   the   nurse.   

● Nurses   will   perform   a   wellness   check   of   students   who   are   sent   to   the   health   of�ice   which  
will   include   taking   a   temperature   scan   and   asking   about   their   symptoms   and   if   anyone   at  
home   has   had   COVID-19   symptoms.  

● Students			who			exhibit			symptoms			consistent			with			COVID-19,			such			as			fever			over		
100.0℉			or			other			outlined			symptoms,			will			be			directed			to			a			room			other			than			the		
health			of�ice			(			the			Health			Of�ice			Annex)			to			wait			for			a			parent			or			guardian			to			pick			them		
up.		

● Students			or			staff			who			exhibit			symptoms			of			COVID-19			will			be			dismissed			from			school.		
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   collaborate   with   school   nurses   and   administrators  
to   develop   a   protocol   for   how   staff   may   send   students   to   the   Health   Of�ice   to   see   the  
nurse.  

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   collaborate   with   FVHD   and   school   administrators  
to   develop   procedures   for   temperature   and   other   health   screening   of   all   staff   and  
students   if   health   conditions   warrant   implementation.  

 The			Director			of			Health			Services			will			collaborate			with			school			nurses			and		
administrators			to			develop			a			protocol			to			determine			the			conditions			under			which		
the			nurses			and			administration			would			be			required			to			send			a			student/staff		
member			home,			and			for			how			long			and			the			conditions			for			their			re-admittance.		

 School   nurses   and   principals   will   identify   a   space   in   each   school   to   serve   as   a   Health  
Of�ice   Annex   and   a   dedicated   restroom   for   students   presenting   with   COVID-related  
symptoms   awaiting   pick   up   from   school.  	

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   develop   and   share   with   principals   and   school  
nurses   a   protocol   for   the   use   and   maintenance   of   the   Health   Of�ice   Annex,   including  
supervision   of   students;   logs   of   all   people   entering   the   room;   appropriate   furniture,  
equipment   and   supplies,   required   PPE   for   supervising   staff;   and   room   cleaning   after  
use. 	
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Health			and			Safety			Protocols		
Monitoring   and   Containing   the   Spread   of   COVID-19  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

● In			the			district			reopening			plan,			written			protocols			for			containment			and			immediate		
response			if			an			individual			has			signs			or			symptoms			of			COVID-19,			there			is			a			known		
exposure,			or			a			member			of			the			school			community			has			a			con�irmed			diagnosis			of		
COVID-19			are			included.			The			purpose			of			containment			plans			are			to			decrease			the			risks		
of			spreading			COVID-19,			and			shall			include			the			following:			

● Immediate			coordination			with			the			local			health			department,			including			being		
ready			to			comply			with			requests			for			information			from			the			local			health		
department			to			assist			with			contact			tracing.			

● Identi�ication			of			a			response			team			within			the			school			and			LEA			with			speci�ic		
responsibilities.			

● Consideration			of			what			signs			and			symptoms			exhibited			by			students			or			staff		
would			require			their			immediate			dismissal			from			school;			for			what			period			of		
time;			and			conditions			for			their			re-admittance			to			school.			

● The			district			will			develop			consistent			protocols			for			information			reporting,			and			a			point		
person			to			appropriately			receive			and			safeguard			this			information,			such			as			the			school		
nurse,			director			of			health			services,			or			principal.			

● In			the			reopening			plan,			the			district			will			include			written			protocols			for			monitoring			of		
symptoms			that			could			be			related			to			COVID-19,			with			the			goal			of			decreasing			the			risk			of		
spreading			or			contracting			the			virus			and			maintaining			oversight			related			to			the		
pandemic			while			complying			with			relevant			privacy			and			health			laws.			

● If			an			individual			has			signs			or			symptoms			of			COVID-19,			there			is			a			known			exposure,			or			a		
member			of			a			school			community			has			a			con�irmed			diagnosis			of			COVID-19,			the			district		
will			begin			immediate			coordination			with			the			local			health			department,			including		
being			ready			to			comply			with			requests			for			information			from			the			local			health		
department			to			assist			with			contact			tracing.		

	
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 Building   principals   will   designate   school   nurses   to   serve   as   a   COVID-19   school-based  
Health   and   Safety   Compliance   Liaison.   

 The			Director			of			Health			Services			and			Special			Services			will			collaborate			with		
Farmington			Valley			Health			District			(FVHD)			to			develop			written			protocols			for		
monitoring			of			symptoms			associated			with			COVID-19,			with			the			goal			of			decreasing		
the			risk			of			spreading			or			contracting			the			virus			and			maintaining			oversight			related		
to			the			pandemic			while			complying			with			relevant			privacy			and			health			laws.		

 Nurses   will   continue   to   implement   illness   tracking   protocols   that   have   already   been  
established   for   all   illnesses.  

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   work   with    nurses   on   how   to   monitor   and   record  
screening   information   and   share   with   the   Farmington   Public   Schools   District   Level  
COVID-19   Health   and    Safety   Compliance   Liaison.    All   data   sharing   will   comply   with  
relevant   health   and   privacy   laws.   
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 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   collaborate   with   FVHD   to   develop   response   and  
containment   protocols   to   be   used   when   a   student   or   staff   member   presents   with  
COVID-19   related   symptoms,   has   a   COVID-19   diagnosis,   or   has   been   exposed   to  
someone   with   COVID-19. 	

 The   Director   of   Health   Services,   in   conjunction   with   the   Superintendent   and   building  
principals,   will    charge   the   H   Team   with   speci�ic   responsibilities   within   each   building   to  
assist   in   the   event   a   member   of   the   school   community   has   a   con�irmed   diagnosis   of  
COVID-19   or   there   is   a   known   exposure   to   a   person   with   someone   with   a   COVID-19  
diagnosis.  

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   develop   and   share   with   principals   and   school  
nurses   a   protocol   for   the   use   and   maintenance   of   the   Health   Of�ice   Annex,   including  
supervision   of   students,   logs   of   all   people   entering   the   room,   appropriate   furniture,  
equipment   and   supplies,   required   PPE   for   supervising   staff,   and   room   cleaning   after  
use. 	

 The   Superintendent   of   Schools   will   develop   documents   and   protocols   to   notify,   subject  
to   privacy   laws,   relevant   parties,   including   FVHD,   families   and   staff,   when   a   member   of  
the   school   community   has   been   diagnosed   with   COVID.  

 The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   collaborate   with   FVHD   to   develop   and   implement  
protocols   for   contact   tracing   whenever   there   is   a   con�irmed   case   of   COVID   among  
students   or   staff.  	
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Facilities			and			Operations		
Enrollment   Options  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

Enrollment   Options   for   Students:  
• Parents/students			can			temporarily			elect			the			Remote			Model			of			learning			if		

they			have			concerns			about			an			in-person			return			to			school			for			health			or		
other			reasons.				This			should			be			communicated			to			the			building			principal		
or			his/her			designee			by			August			7th			for			our			planning			purposes.			

Enrollment   Procedures   for   Schools   for   new   students   only:  
• Appointments   will   be   made   with   main   of�ice   or   guidance   staff   to   �inish  

in-person   paperwork.   All   other   paperwork   will   be   completed   online.   
 
Parents/guardians   may   elect   to   take   over   the   education   of   their   child(ren)   with   no   support  
from   the   school   district   by   electing   to   homeschool   their   child(ren).    Please   contact   the  
superintendent’s   of�ice   if   you   intend   to   withdraw   your   child   from   school   for   this   purpose.  

 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Design   and   distribute   a   survey   to   parents   that   asks   them   to   indicate   whether   they  
would   be   inclined   to   elect   the   remote   learning   option.  

 The   district   will   communicate   a   process   for   parents/guardians   to   register   their  
child(ren)   for   Remote   Learning   in   lieu   of   returning   to   school   for   in-school   learning.  
Parents   will   enroll   their   child   in   the   remote   learning   program   by   communicating  
with   their   child’s   principal   by   August   1st.    Principals   or   a   designee   will   continue   to  
work   to   get   a   response   from   each   guardian   throughout   the   summer,   particularly  
families   who   indicated   that   they   were   “undecided”   on   the   survey.   

 The			Assistant			Superintendent			of			Curriculum			and			Instruction			and			the			District		
Leadership			Council			will			create			remote			learning			expectations			and			protocols			for		
students			choosing			not			to			return			to			school			when			school			is			in			full			In-School		
learning			or			Hybrid			Learning.				See     Learning			Models			for			Continuity			of			Instruction		  for  
more   information.  

 The   Principal   or   school   nurse   will   call   parents   with   known   medical   conditions   to  
discuss   learning/attendance   for   the   upcoming   school   year.  

 New   students   only:   School   secretaries   will   direct   families   to   complete   new   student  
registration   online.   School   secretaries   will   make   individual   appointments   with  
families   to   complete   in-person   registration/accept   paperwork.   

 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
   

• Identify   students   who   may   not   be   able  
to   return   to   school   due   to   medical   or  
mental   health   concerns.  

• Superintendent   and   leadership   team  
will   create   remote   learning  
expectations   and   protocols   for  
students   choosing   not   to   return   to  
school.  

• Superintendent   and   leadership  
team   will   create   remote   learning  
expectations   and   protocols   for  
students   choosing   not   to   return   to  
school.  

• N/A  
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Facilities			and			Operations			
Attendance  
 
 

Key			Elements:		

 

• Students   who   are   in-school   or   who   are   participating   in   school   via   remote   learning   will  
need   to   attend   each   day   unless   their   parent   calls   to   excuse   the   child   for   an   illness   or   can  
provide   another   valid   excusable   reason.   Attendance   will   be   taken   each   day   and   each  
period   at   the   secondary   level.  

• Parents			should			inform			the			school			if			the			child			is			sick			with			COVID-19			related		
symptoms,			particularly			if			they			had			known			contact			with			someone			diagnosed			with		
COVID-19.		

• For   more   detail   on   student   and   staff   attendance   and   illness,   see     Health			and			Safety		
Protocols:			Stay			Home			When			Sick			and			Self-assessment			Procedures	.		

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Teachers   will   take   attendance   via   Powerschool   promptly   at   the   start   of   the   school  
day   or   at   the   beginning   of   each   period,   as   appropriate.    Students   who   are   in-school  
or   are   attending   via   remote   learning   will   be   counted   as   present.   

 

 Principal   and/or   school   nurse   will   communicate   with   families   regarding:  
● Informing   the   school   if   a   child   is   sick   with   COVID-19   related   symptoms,  

especially   if   he/she   has   had   contact   with   someone   diagnosed   with  
COVID-19   and   others   in   the   school   community.  

● When   to   stay   home   if   a   child   or   family   member   is   ill.  

 

 Principals   and/or   school   nurses   will   develop   a   protocol   for   collecting   and  
safeguarding   information   about   student/family   illness   and   relaying   it   to   the  
Superintendent   and   Director   of   Health   Services. 	

 

	 The   Director   of   Health   Services   and   school   nurses   will   collaborate   with   school  
administrators   to   develop   common,   consistent   procedures   for   reporting   and  
tracking   student   absences   and   the   reasons   therefore.  

 

	 The   Director   of   Health   Services   and   school   nurses   will   collaborate   with   school  
administrators   to   develop   common,   consistent   procedures   for   reporting   and  
tracking   staff   absences   (beyond   Frontline).  

 

 
 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
   

• Monitor   student  
attendance   and  
illness   closely.  

• Communicate  
patterns   in  
attendance   to   the  
Superintendent  
and   the   Director   of  
Health   Services.  

• Encourage   families  
to   inform   the  
school   if   a   child   or  
family   member   is  
sick   with   COVID-19  
related   symptoms.  

• Monitor   student   attendance   and   illness  
closely.  

• Nurses   communicate   patterns   in   attendance  
to   the   Superintendent   and   the   Director   of  
Health   Services.  

• Encourage   families   to   inform   the   school   if   a  
child   or   family   member   is   sick   with  
COVID-19   related   symptoms.  

• Convene   an   attendance   committee   to  
monitor   student   attendance   and  
engagement.   Use   attendance   data   from  
2019-2020   including   Connected   Learning   to  
inform   additional   supports   for   students  
including   food;   physical   or   mental   health  
resources;   or   access   to   instruction,   learning  
materials,   or   technology.  

• Encourage   families   to   inform  
the   school   if   a   child   or   family  
member   is   sick   with  
COVID-19   related   symptoms.  

• Convene   an   attendance  
committee   to   monitor   student  
attendance   and   engagement.  
Use   attendance   data   from  
2019-2020   including  
Connected   Learning   to   inform  
additional   supports   for  
students   including   food;  
physical   or   mental   health  
resources;   or   access   to  
instruction,   learning  
materials,   or   technology.  
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Facilities			and			Operations			
Arrival   and   Dismissal   Procedures  
 

Key			Elements:	 

 

• Drop   off/pick   up   procedures   will   be   reviewed   and   modi�ied   as   needed   to   ensure  
minimal   contact   between   school   faculty,   students   and   family   members.  

• Staggered   arrival   and   dismissal   times   may   be   established   and   communicated   to   families  
to   allow   for   social   distancing.    If   this   occurs,   Principals   will   communicate   school-based  
arrival   and   dismissal   time   changes.   

• Students   will   use   assigned   entrances/exits   to   avoid   clustering.  
• Parents/guardians   will   screen   children   at   home   before   coming   to   school   (ie.  

temperature).   
• Staff   will   be   assigned   to   supervise   and   assist   with   drop-off/pick-up.  

 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 
 
 

 The   district   will   send   a   survey   to   parents   about   their   intentions   related   to   their   child’s  
transportations   to/from   school.   

 Principals   may   consider   staggering   arrival/departure   for   students   depending   upon   the  
site   con�iguration   for   drop   off   and   pick   up   and   the   number   of   school   building   entrances.  

 Principals   will   review   and   modify   as   needed   all   drop   off/pick   up   procedures   to   ensure  
minimal   contact   between   school   faculty,   students   and   family   members.   Principals   will  
work   with   the   building   Security   Monitor   and/or   the   school’s   resource   of�icer   to   consider  
adjusting   drop-off/pick-up   procedures.  

 Assign   students   to   various   entrances/exits   to   avoid   clustering.  

 Students   who   are   ill   should   not   be   sent   or   brought   to   school.    Please   refer   to   the   Health  
and   Safety   protocols   related   to   “Stay   at   Home   When   Sick”.   
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Facilities			and			School			Operations			
Transportation  
 

Key			Elements:			

 

• Parents   should   assist   in   encouraging   social   distancing   at   bus   stops.   
• Bus			Passengers			are			required			to			wear			a			face			mask			or			cloth			face			covering			that		
completely			covers			the			nose			and			mouth,			prior			to			boarding			the			bus,			during		
transit,			and			must			be			kept			in			place			until			they			are			completely			off			the			bus.			

• Passengers			should			load			into			the			bus			from			the			back			row			to			the			front			(where		
the			�irst			passengers			onto			the			bus			sit			in			the			back			row)			and			then			unload			the		
bus			in			a			controlled			manner			upon			arrival			at			the			school			from			front			to			back			by		
seat.		

• Students   may   not   change   buses.    Students   will   be   permitted   only   on   the   bus   they  
are   assigned   to   and   must   ride   the   same   bus   from/to   school.   

• Enhanced   cleaning   and   disinfecting   protocols   will   be   implemented   on   all   buses.  	
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 The   Assistant   Superintendent   of   Finance   and   Operations   will   work   with   M&J   and   First  
Student   to   review   the   above   procedures.    Additionally,   they   will   establish   protocols   for  
how   to   respond   when   students   do   not   have   masks   or   refuse   to   wear   them.   

 Prior   to   the   start   of   school,   the   district   will   communicate   to   parents   clear   expectations  
about   bus   stop   and   bus   procedures   and   requirements.    A   video   will   be   created   and  
shared.  

 Drivers   will   communicate   expectations   for   student   seating   as   students   board   the   bus.   

 The   district   will   conduct   a   survey   to   gather   parent’s   transportation   intentions.   

 M   &   J   Transportation   and   First   Student   will   monitor   the   health   and   wellness   of   bus  
drivers   in   accordance   with   relevant   laws   and   procedures.   

 M   &   J   Transportation   and   First   Student   will   sanitize   buses   utilizing   procedures   and  
products   endorsed   by   the   CDC.     The   Assistant   Superintendent   of   Finance   and  
Operations   will   create   a   protocol   for   the   cleaning   of   district   vans   in   collaboration   with  
M&J   Transportation.The   district   will   be   prepared   to   move   into   the   “Hybrid”   phase   of  
operations   as   described   below   if   social   distancing   guidelines   are   adjusted   by   the   State  
of   Connecticut.   

 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
    
• Operate   at   full   capacity  

or   close   to   while  
maximizing   health   and  
safety   protocols.  

 

• Plan   to   operate   at  
signi�icantly   reduced  
capacity   while  
maximizing   health   and  
safety   protocols. 

 

• Bus   passengers   should   be   spaced  
with   family   members   sitting  
together   and   non-family   members  
should   be   spaced   6   feet   apart  
utilizing   alternating   diagonal  
seating.  

• Require   passengers   to   wear   a  
mask   or   face   covering   as  
described   above.  

• Load   buses   from   back   to   front   and  
of�load   from   front   to   back.  

• Consider   using  
transportation  
to   make  
deliveries   of  
books,  
materials,  
and/or   food   to  
students.  
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Facilities			and			Operations		
Meal   Service   and   Student   Nutrition  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

● Schools			will			continue			to			provide			school			meals			and			milk			following			the			U.S.		
Department			of			Agriculture’s			(USDA)			regulations			and			policies.			

● Students			who			qualify			for			free			or			reduced			meals			will			continue			to			receive			these		
services.		

● Principals   will   develop   lunch   schedules   and   designate   eating   spaces   to   maximize   social  
distancing.  

● Extra   time   will   be   allowed   for   enhanced   cleaning   and   disinfection   between   lunch   waves  
● Self-serve   options   in   the   cafeteria   (service,   food,   utensils,   condiments,   etc)   will   not   be  

available.  
● Grab   and   go   breakfast/lunch   options   for   families   in   need   with   delivery   and/or   pickup  

will   be   available. 	
 
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Chartwells    staff   and   principals   will   communicate   to   families   about    which   food  
options   will   be   available   through   the   cafeteria   (boxed/bagged   lunches).  

 Kitchen   managers   will   work   with   kitchen   staff   to   develop   protocols   for   ef�icient  
labeling   and   delivery   of   student   boxed/bagged   lunches.  

 Chartwells   staff   will   train   kitchen   managers   and   staff   to   safely   deliver   boxed/bagged  
lunches   to   students   at   their   tables.  

	 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   procure   all   supplies   to   allow   for   ef�icient   and   thorough  
cleaning   and   disinfection   between   lunch   waves.   

	 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   provide   training   to   custodial   staff   on   appropriate  
cleaning   and   disinfection   of   cafeteria   tables   between   lunch   waves.  

	 Principals   will   create   lunch   schedules   and   designate   eating   spaces   for   students   that  
maximize   social   distancing.   

	 Principals   will   inform   families   about   the   availability   of   grab-and-go   breakfast/lunch  
options   in   the   event   of    hybrid   or   remote   learning   structures.  

	 At   the   direction   of   principals,   mental   health   staff   and   family   school   Liaisons   will  
communicate   with   families   who   have   previously   experienced   food   insecurity   and  
offer   support   as   needed.  

	 Students   with   food   allergies   will   be   given   special   consideration   (such   as   preferred  
seating)   when   eating   in   the   classrooms.  

	 The			Business			Manager			will			continue			to			use			accurate			counting			and			claiming		
methods			for			students			who			participate			in			NSLP.		

 
 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
   

• Follow   all   procedures   as  
outlined   above.  

• Follow   all   procedures   as   outlined  
above.  

• Principals   inform   families   about  
the   availability   of   grab   and   go  
breakfast/lunch.  

• Mental   health   and/or   Family  
School   Liaisons   reach   out   to  
families   experiencing   food  
insecurity   and   offer   pick-up   and  
delivery   options   for   meals.  

• Follow   all   procedures   as   outlined  
above.   

• Principals   inform   families   about  
the   availability   of   grab   and   go  
breakfast/lunch.  

• Mental   health   and/or   Family  
School   Liaisons   reach   out   to  
families   experiencing   food  
insecurity   and   offer   pick-up   and  
delivery   options   for   meals.  
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Facilities			and			Operations			
Enhanced   Cleaning,   Disinfecting   and   Ventilation   Protocols   
 
Key			Elements:	 

 

• Schools			will			provide			adequate			supplies,			including			soap,			hand			sanitizer			with			at			least		
60%			ethyl			alcohol			or			70%			isopropyl			alcohol			(for			staff			and			older			students			who			can		
safely			use			hand			sanitizer),			paper			towels,			tissues,			disinfectant			wipes,			cloth			face		
coverings			(as			feasible),			and			no-touch/foot-pedal			trash			cans.		

• Custodians   and   building   cleaners   will   follow   CDC   guidelines   for   cleaning   all   spaces  
(classrooms,   hallways,   of�ices,   bathrooms,   doors,   entrance   ways,   etc.).  

	
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   procure   all   supplies   to   ensure   enhanced   cleaning   and  
disinfection   protocols   for   all   school   spaces.   Supplies   must   adhere   to   CDC   guidelines.  

 Custodians   will   disinfect   each   classroom   in   the   afternoon.   To   the   extent   possible,   at  
the   secondary   level,   classroom   desks   and   chairs   will   be   disinfected   between   classes.   

	 Custodians   will   disinfect   all   frequently   touched   surfaces   (handles/knobs)   regularly  
throughout   the   day.   

	 Custodians   will   clean   and   disinfect   cafeteria   tables   between   lunch   waves.  
	 Teachers   will   monitor   frequently   touched   items   in   classrooms   (will   be   different   from  

elementary   to   high   school)   and   clean/disinfect   regularly.  
	 Health   of�ices,   bathrooms   and   shared   spaces   will   be   cleaned   regularly   throughout   the  

day.  
 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
   

• Follow   CDC   guidelines   for  
cleaning   spaces   as   outlined  
above.  

• Follow   CDC   guidelines   for  
cleaning   spaces   as   outlined  
above. 	

• N/A  
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Facilities			and			Operations		
School   and   Classroom   Procedures  
 
Key			Elements:		

 

• Schools			will			maximize			social			distancing			between			student			workstations,			achieving			6		
feet			when			feasible,			when			determining			the			classroom			layout.			

• Where			necessary,			school			principals			will			assess			other			spaces			that			may			be			repurposed		
for			instruction			in			the			school,			in			municipal			or			other			community			spaces,			or			if			the			school		
will			require			additional			modular			spaces.		

• Custodians			and			teachers			will			maximize			space			between			the			teacher			and			students			due		
to			the			risk			of			increased			droplets			from			teachers			during			instruction.		

• Schools   will   implement   the   cohort   model   and   limit   movement   in   hallways.  
• When   hallways   are   in   use,   schools   will   follow   social   distancing   guidelines,   and   labeled  

traf�ic   patterns   to   maximize   social   distancing.  
• Teachers   will   set   up   classroom   furniture   and   learning   spaces   to   allow   for   3-6   feet   between  

student   work   spaces.  
• Schools   will   minimize   unnecessary   student   exposure   to   spaces   in   the   building:   Cohorts  

should   utilize   the   same   assigned   seats   and   tables   in   the   cafeteria,   use   the   same   exit/entry  
door   and   use   the   same   bathroom   every   day.  

• Principals   will   schedule   times   and   bathrooms   for   student/faculty   use.   Keep   bathroom  
location   consistent   by   cohort.  

• Students   should   bring   water   bottles   from   home   since   the   water   fountain   bubblers   will   not  
be   in   use.    Water   �illers   will   still   be   in   use   to   re�ill   water   bottles   brought   from   home.   

• Principals   will   identify   outside   areas   available   for   learning   experiences,   play   and   mask  
breaks,   and   develop   a   structure   for   sharing   access   to   outside   spaces   equitably   across   the  
school.    To   the   extent   possible,   classes   such   as   Physical   Education   and   music   classes   will   be  
held   outdoors   where   greater   social   distancing   is   possible.   

 
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

Building			and			HVAC			Systems		
	 The			Director			of			Facilities			will			ensure			that			the			Farmington			Public			Schools			comply		

with				DPH			Guidance			for			School			Systems			for			the			Operation			of			Central			and			non-		
Central			Ventilation			Systems	.		

	 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   arrange   for   all   building   ventilation   systems   to   be  
inspected   prior   to   the   commencement   of   the   school   year.  

	 Ventilation   systems   will   be   monitored   by   custodians   and   outside   experts,   as   needed,  
throughout   the   school   year.  

	 Teachers   will   open   classroom   windows,   as   appropriate,   to   increase   classroom  
ventilation.  

Classroom/Learning			Space			Set-Up		
 Principals   and   custodians   will   create   a   model   classroom   to   show   how   furniture   can   be  

arranged   to   maximize   social   distancing.  
	 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   work   with   building   custodians   to   remove   and   store  

excess   furniture.  
	 Teachers   and   custodians   will   position   student   furniture   facing   forward,   rather   than  

facing   each   other.  
	 Teachers   will   provide   assigned   seating   in   classrooms   and   appropriate   instruction  

about   the   safety   reasons   behind   it.  
	 Teachers   and   custodians   will   utilize   �loor   markings   to   indicate   social   distancing   and  

traf�ic   patterns   in   classrooms.  
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	 Teachers   will   set   up   classrooms   to   maximize   space   between   students   and   teachers   by  
using   only   chairs/desks   and   only   essential   teaching   and   learning   materials   and  
supplies.  

	 Teachers   will   remove   porous   surfaces   from   the   classrooms   (bean   bag   chairs,   couches,  
stuffed   animals,   etc.).  

	 Principals   and   security   guards   should   consider   leaving   interior   doors   open   but  
locked,   as   mandated,   to   improve   classroom   ventilation   and   to   avoid   contamination   of  
door   handles.  

	 Principals   may   consider   using   non-traditional   spaces   into   classrooms   to   maximize  
social   distancing.  

	 Custodians   will   ensure   the   presence   of   no-touch   trash   cans   near   all   handwashing  
stations.  

Bathroom			Use		
 Principals   will   schedule   times   and   locations   for   students   and   faculty/staff   to   use   the  

bathroom   each   day.  
 Adults   and   students   will   use   the   same   bathroom   each   day.  
 Teachers   will   build   in   frequent   hand-washing   and   hand   sanitizing   as   well   as   bathroom  

breaks   for   students.  
 Teachers   will   instruct   students   to   use   every   other   stall/urinal   when   in   bathrooms  
Hallway			Movement			and			Transitions		
	 As   much   as   possible,   students   will   remain   with   their   cohort   in   their   classrooms   with  

minimal   exposure   to   other   building   cohorts.  
	 Adults   who   need   to   interact   with   students   in   a   classroom   (i.e.,   special   education,  

intervention)   will   provide   push-in   support   or   supervise   students   as   they   move   from  
place   to   place   in   the   building.  

	 The   Director   of   Facilities   in   consultation   with   building   principals   wll   direct   custodians  
to    provide   traf�ic   markings   in   hallways.   

	 Teachers   will   provide   instruction   to   students   about   hallways   markings,   including  
opportunities   to   practice   following   them.  

	 Teachers   will   monitor   and   enforce   passing   times   to   maximize   social   distancing   during  
transitions.  

	 Principals   may   consider   adding   additional   hall   monitors   or   faculty/staff   to   support  
safe   hallway   movement.  

Water			Fountains		
 Custodians   will   discontinue   use   of   bubblers.  
 Principals   and   teachers   will   encourage   families   to   send   �illed   water   bottles   from  

home.   
 Teachers   will   instruct   students   in   the   safe   use   of   no-touch   water   bottle   re�illing  

stations.  
Cafeterias:			See				Facilities			and			Operations:			Meal			Service			and			Student			Nutrition			and/or		
Enhanced			Cleaning			and			Sanitation		
Of�ice			Spaces		
 Principals   will   communicate   visitor   policy   to   families.  
 Secretaries   will   schedule   appointments   for   visitors.  
 Security   Monitors   will   ensure   that   all   visitors   are   directed   to   wear   a   face   covering   and  

follow   social   distancing   while   in   the   building.  
 Principals   and   custodians   will   post   signage   regarding   visitor   procedures.  
 Principals   and   custodians   will   plan   and   mark   traf�ic   �low   for   visitors.  
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 The   Director   of   Facilities   will   procure   and   direct   custodians   to   install   plexiglass  
shields   between   of�ice   staff   and   visitors   where   social   distancing   is   impractical   or   not  
feasible.  

 Secretaries   and   custodians   will   arrange   of�ice   furniture   to   maximize   social   distancing  
between   workstations   and   between   of�ice   staff   and   visitors.  

 Staff   members   clean   their   own   personal   space   including   plexiglass   shields,   desks,   etc.  
School			Nurse			and			Health			Of�ices		
 School   nurses   and   principals   will   identify   a   space   in   each   school   to   serve   as   a   Health  

Of�ice   Annex   and   dedicated   restroom   for   students   presenting   with   COVID-related  
symptoms   awaiting   pick   up   from   school.   

 The   Director   of   Health   Services    will   develop   and   share   with   principals   and   school  
nurses   a   protocol   for   the   use   and   maintenance   of   the   Health   Of�ice   Annex,   including  
supervision   of   students;   logs   of   all   people   entering   the   room;   appropriate   furniture,  
equipment   and   supplies;   required   PPE   for   supervising   staff;   and   room   cleaning   after  
use.  

 School   nurses   will   discard   all   reusable   /   shared   supplies   in   the   Health   Of�ice   (e.g.,   ice  
packs,   etc.).  

	  The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   collaborate   with   school   nurses   and  
administrators   to   develop   a   protocol   for   how   staff   may   send   students   to   the   Health  
Of�ice   to   see   the   nurse.  

	  School   nurses   will   work   with   administrators   to   identify   and   staff   a   screening   /   triage  
station   located   outside   the   Health   Of�ice   for   students   to   present   prior   to   being  
admitted   into   the   Health   Of�ice.  

	  The   Director   of   Health   Services   will   work   with   nurses,   principals,   and   the   Assistant  
Superintendent   of   Finance   and   Operations   to   ensure   each   school   has   adequate  
supplies   in   the   Health   Of�ice   to   respond   to   students   and   staff   presenting   with  
COVID-related   symptoms.  

	  Principals   will   collaborate   with   the   custodians   and   the   Director   of   Facilities   to   develop  
a   schedule   for   cleaning   the   Health   Of�ice   throughout   the   day   and   after   school.   

	 Recess/Outside		
	  Principals   and   custodians   will   clearly   identify   separate   and   distinct   outside   spaces   to  

be   used   for   learning,   play,   and   mask   breaks.  
	  Principals   will   develop   a   schedule   for   recess   blocks   that   maximizes   social   distancing  

between   cohorts.  
	  Principals   will   develop   a   structure   (ie,   signup   or   shared   calendar)    to   ensure   equitable  

access   to   outdoor   spaces   for   students   and   staff.  
	  Principals   will   revise   recess   rules   and   expectations   and   communicate   them   to  

teachers,   students   and   families.  
	 Specialty			Rooms			(i.e,			SLC)			
	 	 The   Director   of   Special   Services   will   work   with   principals   and   special   educators   to  

ensure   that   specialized   classrooms   are   set   up   to   maximize   social   distancing   practices.  
	 	 Staff   will   wear   appropriate   PPE   including   masks,   face   shields,   and   gloves   as   needed  

when   working   with   students   who   have   dif�iculty   keeping   masks   on.  
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Facilities			and			Operations		
Student   Materials   Management/Student   Storage   Spaces  
 

Key			Elements:		

	
	

• Parents   and   guardians   will   be   provided   lists   with   supplies   that   students   can   bring   to  
school   in   order   to   minimize   the   sharing   of   materials.   

• If   students/families   cannot   provide   supplies,   special   accommodations   will   be   made.  
• Schools   will   minimize   use   of   shared   materials.   

 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Grade-level   teams   will   develop   lists   of   individual   tools   students   will   need   for   school  
(crayons,   pencils,   markers,   scissors,   etc.).  

 Students   will   bring   their   own   tools   (crayons,   pencils,   markers,   scissors,   etc.).   Teachers  
will   have   additional   supplies   on   hand   for   students   who   may   need   them.  

	 Secretaries   or   classroom   teachers   will   distribute   lists   of   needed   school   supplies   to  
students   and   families.  

	 Principals   and   custodians   will   work   together   to   determine   the   best   places   to   keep  
student   backpacks/coats,   etc.  
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Facilities			and			Operations		
Technology   and   Wi�i   Access  
 
Key			Elements:		

 

• Students   in   grades   K-12    will   be   provided   with   a   Chromebook   that   will   be   used   in   school   and  
at   home.    Students   should   charge   the   Chromebook   at   home.   

• During   Connected   Learning   in   2019-2020,   the   district   did   not   receive   any   reports   of   families  
unable   to   obtain   an   internet   connection.   Families   should   be   prepared   to   procure   WiFi   at  
home   in   the   event   of   a   school   closure   if   they   have   not   already   done   so.   

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 The   Director   of   Technology   will   continue   to   provide   Chromebooks   for   all   students  
K-12   and   have   procedures   in   place   to   replace   or   repair   devices.   PreK   will   be   evaluated  
on   an   as   needed   basis.  

 The   Director   of   Technology   will   provide   parents   with   information   about   optional  
insurance   for   the   school   issued   devices.  

	 The   Director   of   Technology   will   research   headset   options   for   students   and   provide  
parents   with   options   for   purchasing   headsets.   A   limited   number   of   headsets   will   be  
purchased   by   the   district   for   families   in   need.  

	 The   Director   of   Technology   will   provide   information   regarding   access   to   Wi-Fi   at  
home   and   develop   a   system   to   ensure   that   all   families   have   access   to   high-speed   Wi-Fi  
in   the   event   of   a   closure.   

	 The   Director   of   Technology   will   research   the   expansion   of   WiFi   access   points   to  
include   outdoor   spaces   and,   when   feasible   to,   enhance   Wi-Fi   speed.   

	 The   Director   of   Technology   will   procure   additional   chargers   and   charging   stations  
that   can   be   borrowed   by   students   at   school.  

	 The   Director   of   Technology   will   research   and   procure   webcams   to   install   in  
classrooms   to   provide   access   to   the   teacher/classroom   for   students   who   are   joining  
the   class   remotely.   

	 The   Director   of   Technology   will   develop   a   body   of   resources   to   help   families  
troubleshoot   technology   at   home.  
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Facilities			and			Operations		
Building   Use   for   FPS   and   Outside   Programs   
 
Key			Elements:		

	

• Schools			will			develop			consistent			policies			to			address			when			clubs,			before-			and		
after-school			programs,			or			other			voluntary			groups			may			be			allowed			to			use			school		
space.			

• Schools			will			include			ways			to			safely			allow			access			for			before-			and			after			school			and		
childcare			programs.		

• Principals   and   district   leadership   will   continue   to   �ind   ways   to   bring   students,   families  
and   school   communities   together   while   maintaining   social   distancing.   District   leadership  
will   develop   guidance   for   virtual   �ield   trips,   extracurricular   clubs,   activities   and   sports.   

• EXCL   child   care   will   still   operate   in   all   schools   with   appropriate   social   distance   and   safety  
precautions   in   place.  

• EXCL   preschool   will   continue   to   operate   in   designated   buildings   with   appropriate   social  
distancing   and   safety   precautions   in   place.   

• Farmington   Continuing   Education   will   continue   to   operate   with   appropriate   social  
distancing   and   safety   precautions   in   place.  

 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

Extended			Care			and			Learning			(EXCL)			and			EXCL			Pre-School		
 The   Director   of   EXCL,   in   collaboration   with   site   supervisors,   will   develop   cohorts   of  

students   which   will   remain   consistent   from   day   to   day.  

 Building   principals   and   site   supervisors   will   share   enrollment   information   in   order   to  
place   students   attending   EXCL   in   common   cohorts   to   the   extent   possible.  

 Custodians   and   building   cleaners   will   follow   district   and   school   building   use   protocols,  
including   cleaning,   bathroom   use,   movement,   masks,   social   distancing,   etc.   

 Building   principals   and   the   Director   of   EXCL   will   work   together   to   determine   the  
capacity   of   the   EXCL   program   in   each   building.   The   number   of   children   enrolled   will   be  
based   on   the   cafeteria   and   gymnasium   social   distancing   capacity.   

Farmington			Continuing			Education			(FCE)		
 The   Continuing   Education   Director   will   space   out   classroom   usage   throughout   the  

building(s).  
 District   and   school   building   use   protocols   will   be   followed   including   cleaning,   bathroom  

use,   movement,   masks,   social   distancing,   etc.  
	 Instructors   wear   masks   and   adhere   to   all   expectations   regarding   health   and   safety.  
	 Instructors   sign   in   with   the   evening   supervisor.  
	 Instructors   will   take   student   attendance   in   Eleyo.  
Afterschool/Evening			Extracurriculars,			Sports			and			Activities		
 Principals   and   leaders   of   groups   seeking   to   use   school   buildings   will   follow   CDC  

guidance,   as   applicable,   including   face   coverings   and   social   distancing   when   considering  
after   school   activities   and   sports   programming.  

 Principals   and   groups   seeking   to   use   school   buildings   will   consider   limiting   seating   at  
events   while   allowing   families   to   sit   together.   Marked   seating   areas   will   support   social  
distancing.  

 Principals   and   groups   seeking   to   use   school   buildings   will   consider   having   attendees  
stagger   arrival/departure   and   allow   for   multiple   entry   and   exit   points   where   feasible.  
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Instructional			Programs			and			Extracurriculars	 	
Learning   Models   for   Continuity   of   Instruction  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

• Due			to			the			current			low			incidents			of			COVID-19			in			the			State			of			Connecticut,			the			CSDE			is		
requiring			a				full-time			and			in-person			opening			to			schools.		 	

• The			district			is			prepared			to			move			into			a			hybrid			phase			or			a			remote			learning			phase			if		
the			school			or			public			health			data			changes.			

• Parents/students			can			temporarily			elect			the			Remote			model			of			learning			if			they			have		
concerns			about			an			in-person			return			to			school			for			health			or			other			reasons.				This		
should			be			communicated			to			the			building			principal			or			his/her			designee			by			August			1st		
for			our			planning			purposes.				See     Enrollment			Options			for			more			information.		

 
	 	 	

Majority			In-School		
In-Person			Learning		

Some			In-School		
Hybrid			Model		

All			At-Home		
Remote			Phase		

   

● Minimal   COVID-19   spread.  
● In-person   classes   with   implementation  

of   hygiene   and   stay-home   when   sick  
protocols,   face   masks,   social   distancing,  
frequent   sanitizing,   limited   large   group  
gatherings,   and   other   proactive  
measures   to   minimize   spread   of  
infection.  

● Remote   learning   offered   to  
students/families   who   request   it.  

● Some   COVID-19   spread   or   cases.  
● Combination   of   remote   learning  

and   in-person   learning   in   an  
effort   to   maximize   social  
distancing   protocols.  

● Public   Health   of�icials   will  
partner   with   the   district   to   make  
the   decision   to   move   into   this  
phase.   

 

● High   COVID-19   spread.  
● Remote   Learning   Program:  

FPS   Interactive   Learning   (IL)  
will   be   implemented   for   all  
students.   

● Public   Health   of�icials   will  
partner   with   the   district   to  
make   this   determination.  

 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 The   three   models   are   described   in   the   plan   here:     Overview   of   the   Three   Learning  
Models .   

*In-Person   Model   of   Learning   with   a   component   of   FPS   Interactive   Learning  
(IL)   
Hybrid   Model   of   Learning  
FPS   Interactive   Learning   

*Within   the   In-Person   Model   of   Learning,   Families   can   select   FPS   IL  
 Students   will   be   expected   to   attend   scheduled   instructional   sessions   whether   they   are  

in   the   building   or   at   home.  
	 All   students   will   be   provided   an   assigned   device   to   engage   in   a   blended   learning  

environment,   learning   with   a   teacher   and   online.  
	 All   students   and   staff   are   expected   to   follow   the    Responsible   Use   Policy    and   adhere   to  

all   fair   use   and   academic   integrity   expectations.  
	 Materials   and   content   will   all   be   distributed   through   the   Google   Classroom   platform  

and   synchronous   teaching   will   occur   through   Google   Meet,   which   has   enhanced  
features   for   the   fall   of   2020.  

	 Student   training   on   the   FPS   Interactive   Learning   model   will   occur   in   the   �irst   weeks   of  
school   so   that   students   have   the   skills   and   knowledge   to   navigate   the   system.  
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Instructional			Programs			and			Extracurriculars			
Relationships   &   Joy:   The   Heart   of    Social   and   Emotional   Learning  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

We   recognize   that   students   will   be   transitioning   back   to   an   environment   that   has   experienced  
some   changes   since   they   were   last   in   school.    Despite   the   challenges,   maintaining   a   warm   and  
welcoming   atmosphere   and   developing   students’   sense   of   belonging    is   a   top   priority.    In   the  
early   weeks   and   throughout   the   year,   we   will   attend   to   the   following   components   of   positive  
school   culture:  

● Orientations   and   Transitions  
● Relationship   Building  
● Routines  
● Explicit   Communication   of   a   Growth   Mindset  
● Explicit   Lessons   on   Managing   Stress,   Understanding   and   Regulating   Emotions  
● Celebrations  

The   �irst   few   weeks   of   school   will   have   an   emphasis   on   building   our   learning   communities  
using   these   strategies   and   routines.  

 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Orientations   and   Transitions:     Schools   will   plan   for   engaging   ways   to   introduce  
students   to   their   new   school.    The   goal   of   these   programs   is   to   be   welcoming   and  
promote   enthusiasm   for   the   exciting   opportunities   that   await.  

 Relationship   Building   and   Enhancing   Classroom   Culture:     Using   resources   such   as  
Management			in			the			Active			Classroom		  or   other   strategies   related   to   developing  
strong   classroom   culture,   teachers   will   implement   strategies   and   activities   that   will  
help   build   community   and   trust   in   the   learning   environment.    Strong   relationships  
allow   for   students   to   enjoy   school   and   to   engage   in   academic   risk   taking.    Classroom  
culture   can   also   be   enhanced   through   shared   experiences   (lower   grade   example:  
choosing   a   virtual   class   pets   on   explore.org).  

	 Routines:     Teachers   will   engage   students   in   routines   that   allow   them   to   become  
self-reliant   and   self-directed.    Routines   that   teach   students   to   organize   their   time,  
materials,   and   work   ultimately   have   a   positive   impact   on   student   emotional  
well-being.   

	 Growth   Mindset:     Students   will   be   encouraged   to   develop   a   growth   mindset  
perspective.    This   is   a   time   that   requires   great   resilience   and   fortitude   and   teachers  
will   engage   students   in   routines   and   experiences   that   help   students   understand   the  
power   of   sticking   through   challenges.   

	 Explicit   Lessons   on   Managing   Stress,   Understanding   and   Regulating   Emotions:  
Teachers   who   have   been   trained   in   the   RULER   approach   will   continue   to   develop  
students’   emotional   vocabulary   and   build   on   their   strategies   for   regulating   their  
emotions.  

	 Celebrations:     Schools   and   classrooms   should   plan   and   develop   various   celebrations   to  
boost   the   morale   of   students   and   staff.    In   dif�icult   times,   it   is   good   to   �ind   ways   to  
celebrate   and   create   joyful   experiences.   

	 Use   the   website   to   share   and   communicate   important   messages   regarding   SEL   to  
families.  

	 Morning   meetings   will   continue   to   run   at   the   elementary   level.   
	 Advisory   classes   (such   as   CONNECT)   will   continue   to   run   at   the   secondary   level.   
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Instructional			Programs			and			Extracurriculars			
Structures   and   Schedules  

 

Key			Elements:		

 

• Elementary   schedules   will   be   developed   and   posted   so   that   students   who   are  
participating   from   home   will   know   when   to   be   online.   

• The   IAR   schedule   will   be   adjusted   to   allow   for   cohorting   by   team   as   much   as   possible.  
The   schedule   will   be   posted   on   our   website   when   it   is   �inalized.   

• The   FHS   schedule   will   be   adjusted   to   allow   for   staggered   travel   time   and   a   common  
lunch   time   during   which   students   can   spread   out   across   the   whole   school  
campus/building.    Traditional   lunch   waves   do   not   allow   us   to   achieve   social   distancing  
measures.    The   FHS   school   schedule   will   be   posted   on   our   website   when   it   is   �inalized.   

 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Elementary   schedules   will   include:   
● Time   for   all   core   academic   disciplines.  
● A   specials   subject   each   day   with   a   traveling   teacher   (to   minimize   the  

sharing   of   space   between   cohorts).  
● A   time   for   Spanish   built   in   that   will   be   streamed   live   into   the   classroom   (to  

allow   the   teacher   to   instruct   without   a   mask).  
● A   socially   distanced   lunch   plan.  
● Outdoor   mask   breaks.  

 IAR   schedule   will   include:   
● Full   schedule   of   classes.  
● Fewer   opportunities   for   students   to   move   around   the   building.  
● A   socially   distant   lunch   plan.  
● Outdoor   mask   breaks.  

 FHS   schedule   will   include:   
● Staggered   passing   times   -   achieved   through   longer   passing   periods.   
● Longer   instructional   blocks   to   minimize   the   number   of   passing   times.   
● A   common   lunch   period   when   all   students   can   spread   out   across   the  

campus   to   eat   and   maintain   a   distance   from   others   as   recommended   in   the  
guidelines.  

 
 

Majority			In-School		 Some			In-School:				Hybrid		 All			At-Home		
   

• See   above   plan.  • See   above   plan.   •   Students   will   follow   the   same  
daily   schedule   from   home.  
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Instructional			Programs			and			Extracurriculars	 	
Curriculum,   Instruction   and   EdTech  
 

Key			Elements	:		

 

Our   goal   is   to   maintain   or   enhance   our   curriculum   and   practices.    Technology   is   used   to  
support   high   quality   teaching   and   learning   practices.    Highlights   in   the   following   categories   are  
listed   below:   

● Curriculum		
● Instruction		
● EdTech		

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Curriculum	:   Curriculum   will   be   followed   to   the   greatest   extent   possible   while  
prioritizing   learning   standards.    Before   the   school   year   starts,   teams   of   teachers   will  
have   identi�ied   what   curriculum   gaps   exist   and   will   shift   priorities   in   the   pacing  
calendars   for   the   subsequent   year.  

 Early			Childhood:			  Early   childhood   years   will   be   given   special   consideration   in  
planning   for   this   coming   year.    We   will   need   to   reconceptualize   what   “play”   looks   like  
at   this   age   with   the   constraint   of   keeping   students   socially   distant.   

	 Specials			Areas:					Each   specials   area   will   have   its   own,   distinct   regulations   and  
protocols   for   safe   participation.    These   discipline   areas   include,   but   are   not   limited   to,  
the   �ine   arts   (music   and   art),   industrial   arts   (Construction   and   Automotive),   physical  
education,   and   library.    Department   leaders   will   work   collaboratively   with   their   faculty  
or   faculty   representatives   to   develop   appropriate   routines   for   engagement   in   these  
disciplines.  

	 Instruction	:    We   will   continue   to   implement   and   re�ine   the   practices   described   in   our  
Framework   for   Teaching   and   Learning   (FTL).    This   model   emphasizes   socially  
constructed   learning   and   dialogue,   inquiry   practices,   and   purposeful   and   engaging  
tasks.    This   can   be   achieved   in   a   live   or   online   (synchronous   and   asynchronous)   setting  
with   a   focus   on   synchronous   learning.    Further,   teachers   will   continue   to   provide  
access   to   all   learners   through   the   use   of   Universal   Design   for   Learning   (UDL)   practices.  

	 Instructional			Supports			for			Teaching:					Consider   building   common   lesson   or   unit  
structure   templates   and   a   bank   of   instructional   strategies   that   can   be   used   in   real-life  
or   virtually   to   assist   teachers   in   planning   for   engaging   instruction.  

	 EdTech:					The   district   will   explore   ways   in   which   technology   can   enhance   the   learning  
experience.   District   EdTech   specialists   and   school   librarians   will   work   together   to  
create   resources   and   training   for   teachers   to   increasingly   become   pro�icient   in   the  
online   tools,   programs   and   databases.    An   annotated   list   of   district   subscriptions   will  
be   maintained   and   shared   with   faculty.   
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Instructional   Programs   and   Extracurriculars  	
Assessment,   Feedback,   and   Grading  
 

Key			Elements:		

 

Assessment   is   the   vehicle   through   which   students'   learning   can   be   monitored   by   both   the  
teacher   and   the   student.    Teachers   will   use   both   formative   and   summative   assessments   before  
the   start   of   the   year   and   during   the   year   to   plan   for   instruction   and   to   move   the   student   along   a  
continuum   of   mastery.    Teachers   will   calculate   �inal   grades   in   accordance   with   guidelines   set  
forth   in   the   FPS    Principles   of   Mastery-Based   Learning .  

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Before			the			Start			of			School		
● Teachers   will   review   longitudinal   data   for   students.   These   data   sources   include  

Smarter   Balanced   results   from   previous   years,   universal   screening,   early  
reading   assessments,   district   benchmark   assessments   such   as   math   and   WOD  
from   fall   and   winter,   English   language   pro�iciency   assessment   results   for   ELs,  
IEP   progress   reports,   student   attendance   patterns,   course   grades   etc.   

 During			the			School			Year		
● If   students   are   consistently   in   the   “in   person   model”   for   learning,   standardized  

measures   will   be   administered   at   an   appropriate   time   (after   students   have   had  
a   chance   to   “settle   in”).  

● Teachers   will   continue   to   implement   student-engaged   assessment   practices   as  
described   in   the   book,    Leaders			of			Their			Own			Learning	.   

● Teachers   will   use   data   from   formative   assessments   (assessments   that   inform  
instruction)   to   adjust   instruction   and   provide   continuous   feedback   on   student  
performance.  

● Students   will   be   offered   opportunities   for   self-re�lection   and   for   improving  
their   work   in   accordance   with   FPS    Principles   of   Mastery-Based   Learning .  

● Authentic   assessments   will   be   prioritized,   particularly   in   an   online   learning  
situation.   

● Grade   level/course   level   instruction   with   scaffolds   (when   needed)   and   Tier   2  
supports   will   be   embedded   within   the   classroom   to   accelerate   learning   and  
advance   equity.  

● If   appropriate   and/or   required   by   CSDE,   students   will   be   administered   an  
on-grade   summative   assessment   (which   may   be   the   state   assessment   for  
students   in   Grades   3–8   and   11)   to   evaluate   overall   achievement   on   the   state  
standards.  

	 Grading			Practices			and			Summative			Reports:		
● In   all   grades   PK-12,   we   will   follow   our   standards-based   grading   procedures   to  

communicate   how   a   student   is   performing   in   relation   to   a   content   area  
standard.   

● Teachers   in   grades   7-12   will   continue   to   maintain   student   marks   on   standards  
in   PowerSchool.   
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Instructional   Programs   and   Extracurriculars  	
Student   Academic   Support   
 

Key			Elements:		

 

Being   away   from   school   since   March   will   have   had   an   impact   on   learning   gaps   in   some  
students:    While   some   students   may   have   thrived,   some   students   fell   further   behind.    Teachers  
will   need   to   create   formal   and   informal   opportunities   and   tasks   (diagnostic   assessments)   to  
help   them   identify   the   gaps   their   students   have   in   their   learning.    As   teachers   identify   gaps,  
they   should   implement   the   following   strategies   to   help   bridge   the   gap:  

● Flex   Time   
● Acceleration,   Not   Remediation  
● Team   Collaboration   and   Problem   Solving  

 
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Flex			Time:			  Teachers   or   instructional   staff   can   support   student   learning   in   targeted  
areas/skills   by   using   �lex   time   to   reteach   or   reinforce   concepts   that   were   not   mastered.  
Flex   time   can   be   used   for   targeted   group   or   individual   feedback   and   practice.  

 Accelerating			Learning	:    In   some   cases,   students   cannot   access   grade   level   content   or  
skills   due   to   a   lack   in   background   knowledge   that   can   be   overcome   with   careful  
planning.    Some   strategies   teachers   can   use   to   provide   access   to   grade   level   content  
and   skills   are   pre-teaching   upcoming   material   or   �illing   in   background   knowledge.  
Teachers   and   instructional   staff   should   prioritize   these   methods   before   trying   to  
remediate.   

	 Team			Meetings	:    Team   meetings   should   regularly   be   utilized   to   analyze   student   work  
and   provide   appropriate   instructional   responses   for   the   variety   of   student  
understandings   and   misunderstandings.    Collaborative   team   meetings   can   serve   as   a  
“Think   Tank”   where   new   and   innovative   strategies   can   be   shared   and   developed.   

	 Monitor			Student			Progress:				Student   progress   should   be   monitored   to   determine  
growth   and   progress   on   the   learning   target.    Data   should   drive   all   decisions   about  
tiered   interventions.   
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Instructional   Programs   and   Extracurriculars  	
Field   Trips,   Extracurriculars,   and   Athletics   
 

Key			Elements:		

 

An   important   part   of   a   child’s   school   experience   are   all   the   activities   and   events   that   happen  
outside   of   the   school   day   and   the   school   setting.    While   live   interactions   of   this   type   will   be  
limited   at   the   start   of   the   2020-2021   school   year,   this   may   change   as   the   year   progresses.    Here  
are   some   considerations   in   these   areas.   

 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Field			Trips	:    Teachers   should   consider   ways   to   bring   experts   into   the   class   virtually   or  
�ind   ways   for   students   to   take   a   virtual   �ield   trip.    Aim   to   include   at   least   one   live  
virtual   interaction   in   each   unit.   

 Extracurriculars	:    Clubs   and   activities   will   continue   to   meet   in   an   online   setting   for  
the   time   being.    This   topic   will   be   revisited   a   month   after   school   starts.   

	 Sports	:    We   await   guidance   from   the   Connecticut   Interscholastic   Athletic   Conference  
(CIAC)   in   this   area.    Currently,   athletes   may   engage   in   conditioning   practices   as   long   as  
they   utilize   mitigation   strategies   such   as   social   distancing.   
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Special			Services		
Special   Education   
 
Key			Elements:		

	
 

● Schools			understand			that			there			has			been			no			waiver			of			requirements			under			the		
IDEA			for			provision			of			a			free			and			appropriate			public			education			(FAPE)			in			the			least		
restrictive			environment			(LRE)			for			all			students.			

● Schools			will			treat			students			eligible			for			special			education			and			other			special		
populations			as			general			education			students			�irst.			Guidance			and			policies			related			to		
school			reopening			plans			apply			to			all			students,			including			students			with			special		
needs			who			qualify			for			individual			education			programs			under			the			IDEA			and		
accommodation			plans			for			eligible			students			under			section			504			of			the		
Rehabilitation			Act.			If			students			with			disabilities			are			unable			to			access			the			reopening		
plan			as			designed,			facilitate			individualized			and			alternative			means			of			re-entry			based		
upon			student			need,			present			levels			of			functioning,			developmental			levels,			and		
student/parent			input.			Consider			blended			learning			schedules			if			needed.		

● Schools			will			not			make			programming			decisions			based			on			a			student’s			disability		
category.			However,			the			nature			and/or			severity			of			a			student’s			disability			may			require		
unique			considerations.			Protocols			should			consider			the			student’s			developmental		
level			and			skills.			

● Schools			will			sensitively			address			mask			and			face			covering			use			for			the			population			of		
special			education			students,			including			cases			where			masks			may			need			to			be			removed		
to			provide			appropriate			services.		

● Schools			will			identify			gaps			and			develop			action			plans			for			reopening			that			speci�ically		
address			inclusion,			equity			and			access			for			all			learners			with			strategies			and			clearly		
de�ined			action			steps.		

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 In   conjunction   with   the   Director   of   Special   Services   and   building   principals,   special  
education   case   managers   will   reach   out   to   families   of   students   with   high   levels   of  
need.   Together,   they   will   develop   transition   plans   to   assist   special   education   students  
with   their   return   to   school.  

 Director   of   Special   Services   and/or   designee   will   ensure   developed   instructional  
models   (in-person,   hybrid,   distance   learning)   and   associated   practices   provide  
student   access   to   specialized   instruction   to   the   greatest   degree   possible   as   per  
student’s   individualized   education   plan.  

 Director   of   Special   Services   and/or   designees   will   develop   professional   development  
sessions   including   videos   to   address   mask   wearing,   social   distancing   and   other  
mitigation   strategies   with   an   eye   towards   ensuring   staff   and   students   safety.  

 Director   of   Special   Services   and/or   designees   will   develop   speci�ic   plans   for   students  
who   are   unable   to   wear   personal   protective   equipment,   practice   social   distancing   or  
adhere   with   CDC   or   CSDE   guidance   through   modifying   the   environment,   using  
alternative   face   coverings,   reducing   class   size   and   developing   and   adhering   to   staff  
protective   protocols.  

 The   Director   of   Special   Services   will   review   all   applicable   IDEA   and   Section   504  
provisions   of   free   and   appropriate   public   education   (FAPE)   with   applicable   staff.  

 Director   of   Special   Services   and/or   designee   in   collaboration   with   case   managers   will  
develop   remote   learning   options   for   students   who   are,   due   to   health   or   medical  
concerns,   unable   to   participate   in   live   instruction.  
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Special			Services		
English   Language   Learners  
 
Key			Elements:	 

 

● Schools			understand			that			like			all			other			students,			English			language			learners			are		
entitled			to			FAPE			(free			appropriate			public			education).			They			must			have			access			to		
the			general			education			curriculum			as			well			as			to			a			supplemental			language		
instruction			education			program.			When			returning			to			school			buildings,			language		
instruction			education			programs			must			continue.		 	

● Schools			will			continue			to			provide			ELs			who			are			also			identi�ied			as			students			with		
disabilities,			support			for			their			EL			needs,			as			well			as			support			for			their			disabilities.		
During			COVID-19,			these			dually			identi�ied			students			must			continue			to			receive		
these			supports.			As			in			times			with			traditional			schooling,			dually			identi�ied		
students			should			have			their			language			needs			represented			in			their			annual		
meetings			about			their			IEP.		

 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 Building			principals			and			teachers			will			communicate			with			parents			and			guardians		
that			have			limited			pro�iciency			in			English			in			a			language			they			understand.		
Communications			may			be			provided			through			translation			and/or			interpretation.		

 In   conjunction   with   building   principals,   EL   teachers   will   reach   out   to   families   of  
students   with   higher   levels   of   need.   EL   teachers   will   collaborate   with   families   to  
support   students   as   they   transition   back   to   school.  

 Establish   systems   for   ongoing   collaboration   between   EL   Tutors   (EL   Resource  
teacher,   when   appropriate)   and   classroom   teachers.   

 Ensure   that   classroom   teachers   include   accessibility   tools,   such   as   scaffolds,   explicit  
vocabulary   instruction   and   differentiated   supports   in   their   instruction   to   ensure  
access   to   grade   level   content.  

 Ensure   a   process   for   carrying   out   the   required   procedures   for   potential   English  
learners   and   identi�ied   English   learners   including:  

○ ensuring   adherence   to   the   statewide   identi�ication   procedures   (i.e.,  
Home   Language   Survey,   English   language   pro�iciency   screener);  

○ continuing   to   provide   parental   noti�ications   (i.e.,   EL   identi�ication  
letter,   EL   continuation   of   services   letter,   EL   exit   letter);  

○ adhering   to   annual   English   language   pro�iciency   assessment  
requirements;  

○ offering   translation   and/or   interpretation   to   parents/guardians   with  
limited   English   pro�iciency.  

 Provide   supplemental   language   instruction   and   support   to   ELs   in   any   of   the  
Instructional   Learning   Models.  

	 Attend   to   the   special   SEL   needs   of   English   Learners   in   the   system.    It   is   important  
they   feel   welcomed   and   supported.   
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Special			Services		
Monitoring   Student   Mental   Wellbeing   and   Safety  
 
Key			Elements:		

 

● Building			administrators			and			teachers			will			plan			for			learning			and			social		
experiences			that			prioritize			adult			and			student			wellness			and			help			to			establish		
positive,			safe,			and			supportive			learning			environments.			

● School			staff			will			develop			a			detailed			plan			to			re-engage			all			students,			staff			and			families		
with			particular			focus			on			populations			and			speci�ic			students			that			have			been		
disengaged.			

● Building			staff			will			be			prepared			to			identify			issues			related			to			abuse			and			neglect			in			the		
context			of			the			pandemic			and			comply			with			all			mandated			reporting			requirements.			

 
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

	

 The   Director   of   Special   Services   and/or   designee   will   communicate   with   families   of  
at   risk   students   to   obtain   updated   information   and   to   consider   whether   the   student  
requires   transition   services   and   supports   in   August.  

 District   Mental   Health   staff   will   meet   with   identi�ied   students   in   August   for   the  
purpose   of   developing   individual   plans   for   returning   to   school   and   to   offer   support.  

	 District   based   teams   will   analyze   district   survey   results   to    identify   students   who  
may   not   be   able   to   return   to   school   due   to   mental   health   concerns.    Teams   will   reach  
out   to   these   students   to   offer   support.  

	 Building   based   administrators   and   mental   health   staff   will   continue   with   RULER  
training ,			  and   training   on   trauma   informed   classrooms   which   will   be   focused   on  
support   for   students   and   adults.  

	 Building   based   teams   will   meet   on   an   ongoing   basis   to   review   student   data   related   to  
student   engagement,   including   attendance,   and   changes   in   student   baseline  
presentation.  

	 District   mental   health   staff   will   increase   mental   health   support   during   the   �irst   few  
weeks   of   school   through   small   group   interventions,   classroom   visits,   and  
communication   with   families.  

	 District   mental   health   staff   will   engage   in   proactive   strategies   which   could   include  
home   visits,   parent/team   meetings,   individualized   behavior   support   plans,   and  
Collaborative   and   Proactive   Solutions   (CPS)   to   increase   student   attendance.  
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Staf�ing			and			Personnel			
Faculty   and   Staff   Health   and   Safety   
 
Key			Elements:		

 

The   state   has   determined   that   schools   must   open   for   full-time   and   in-person   learning.    One   of  
our   goals   in   this   Return   to   School   Farmington   plan   is   to   articulate   the   strategies   we   will   use   to  
mitigate   against   the   spread   of   COVID-19.    All   students,   faculty,   and   staff   will   follow   the  
procedures   outlined   in   the   earlier   part   of   the   plan.    In   the   area   of   Health   and   Safety,   the   state  
has   highlighted   some   requirements   for   districts   as   they   relate   to   teachers   and   staff:   
 

● Stay			Home			When			Sick			Requirement.		
● Prioritize			mandatory			training			for			staff,			before			the			beginning			of			the			school			year,		

that			covers			signs			and			symptoms			of			COVID-19,			Standard			Public			Health			protocols,		
Hygiene			Practices,			PPE,			Reporting			Illnesses,			and			supporting			SEL.			Plan			ongoing		
training			as			changes			occur			in			recommendations			and			public			health			data.		

● School			human			resource			individuals			and			board			counsel			must			comply			with			legal		
and			regulatory			requirements			related			to			personnel,			including			but			not			limited			to		
the			EEOC			guidance			related			to			the				ADA			and			the			COVID-19			pandemic	.			

 

 
 
 
 

Implementati	
on			Checklist:		

 

 Stay			Home			When			Sick			Requirement:			
● Staff			and			families			will			receive			communications			about			staying			home		

when			sick.				District-wide			sick			protocols,			including			signs			and			symptoms		
of			COVID-19,			and			temperature			thresholds			will			be			communicated			to		
families			and			staff.		

● Staff			and			students			(or			their			parents			and			guardians)			will			be			asked				to		
perform			a			self-assessment			prior			to			leaving			for			school			to			identify			fever		
and			other			possible			COVID-19			symptoms.				This			self-assessment			will		
include			a			temperature			threshold.		 	

● Students			and			staff			who			have			symptoms			consistent			with			COVID-19			or		
have			a			temperature			above			the			threshold			of			100.0°			F			are			required			to			stay		
home.		

● Students			and			staff			are			asked			to			inform			the			school			if			they			are			sick			with		
COVID-19			related			symptoms,			particularly			if			they			had			a			known			contact		
with			someone			diagnosed			with			COVID-19			and			have			also			had			contact			with		
the			school			population.			

● Exposure   to   someone   with   a   con�irmed   diagnosis   would   possibly   result   in   a  
self-quarantine   as   advised   by   the   FVHD.  

● Teachers   will   use   regular   absence   reporting   procedures    with   the   exception  
of   required   and   con�idential   disclosure   of   a   con�irmed   COVID-19   diagnosis.  

	 Mandatory			Training:			
● Safe   Schools   Training   will   be   required   of   every   employee   to   learn   about   best  

practices   and   expectations   for   health   and   safety   (hand   washing,   masks,  
temperature   screening,   contact   tracing).    Teachers   will   be   responsible   for  
teaching   students   to   use   these   hygiene   and   mitigation   strategies.   

● Teacher   and   staff   professional   development   will   be   prioritized   at   the   start   of  
the   year   and   planning   will   address   the   most   urgent   needs   for   the   physical,  
social,   emotional   safety   and   educational   needs   of   students.  
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● Regular   refresher   training   will   ensure   that   health   and   safety   practices   are  
being   carefully   followed.  

 
	 Leaves			of			Absence:			

● School			human			resource			individuals			and			board			counsel			must			comply		
with			legal			and			regulatory			requirements			related			to			personnel,			including		
but			not			limited			to			the			EEOC			guidance			related			to			the				ADA			and			the		
COVID-19			pandemic	.			

● All   leave   provisions   extended   in   current   contracts   will   be   followed.   
● Faculty   and   Staff   with   medical   conditions   or   other   COVID-related   risk   factors,  

or   those   caring   for   close   family   members   with   risk   factors   may   request  
modi�ications   and/or   accommodations   to   their   workspace   or   teaching  
assignment   according   to   guidance   from   the   EEOC   and   ADA.   

	 Faculty			and			Staff			Mental			Health			Resources:		
● The   Of�ice   of   the   Assistant   Superintendent   will   ensure   that   mental   health  

resources   and   Employee   Assistance   Plan   supports   will   be   shared   regularly  
with   all   faculty   and   staff.  

● A   con�idential   HR   support   person   will   connect   employees   with   CIGNA   and  
other   mental   health/   anxiety-related   services.  

	 Substitute			Teachers/Staff:			
● Assess			how			to			engage			a			full			roster			of			staff,			including			potential			substitute		

plans,			and			whether			stipends			or			changes			in			substitute			pay			is			required			to		
support			the			needs			of			the			school.			

● Substitute   teachers   will   participate   in   all   mandated   Safe   Schools   Training   to  
ensure   that   all   COVID-related   practices   are   followed. 	

	 Assistant			Superintendent			of			Finance			and			Operations			will			procure			and		
distribute		   necessary			and			appropriate			PPE			to			those			who			need			it.	 

	 Faculty   /   Staff   Handbooks   will   include   an   addendum   that   describes   COVID-related  
responsibilities,   expectations,   and   procedures.  

	 Building   principals   and   custodians   will   collaborate   to   modify   teaching   spaces   to  
adhere   to   CDC   and   CSDE   guidelines   for   social   distancing   and   grouping   students   in  
cohorts   (i.e.   -   Art   taught   within   the   reg   elementary   classroom   not   the   Art   room).  

	 	 District   leadership   and   building   principals   will   provide   regular   communication   about  
con�irmed   cases   /   illness   levels   to   keep   everyone   informed   and   aware   of   response  
strategies.  

	 	 District   leadership,   in   collaboration   with   building   principals,   will   develop   a   clear  
process   for   reporting   violations   or   concerns   about   workplace   health   and   safety  
protocols   with   privacy   protection   for   those   who   voice   concerns.  

	 	 For   published   guidelines   on   threshold   levels   of   infection   that   could   result   in   a   partial  
or   total   school   or   district   closure   and   subsequent   remote   learning   plan,   see    Covid-19		
Cases			in			School			Protocol	.   Incidents   of   infection   will   be   handled   on   a   case   by   case   basis  
with   guidance   from   the   Farmington   Valley   Health   District.  
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https://www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-about-covid-19-and-ada-rehabilitation-act-and-other-eeo-laws
https://www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-about-covid-19-and-ada-rehabilitation-act-and-other-eeo-laws


 

 
Staf�ing			and			Personnel			
Instructional   Model   and   Professional   Learning  
 
Key			Elements	:		

 
 

● All   provisions   of   the   FEA/   FPSEU   contracts   will   remain   in   place   with   the   exception   of  
those   special   conditions   speci�ied   in   the   MOA.  

● Districts			should			include			a			communication			plan			and			clear			policies			for			faculty			and		
staff			regarding			individual			roles			and			responsibilities			in			the			event			of			a			shutdown		
occurring			during			the			school			year.		

● Teachers   and   other   educational   staff   will   continue   to   engage   in   professional   learning  
to:  

○ Effectively   teach   and   assess   students   in   all   three   models   of   instruction   -  
in-person,   hybrid,   or   FPS   Interactive   Learning   (IL).   

○ Maintain   the   protocols   related   to   health   and   safety   as   described   in   this   plan,  
including   teaching   relevant   skills.   

○ Support   students   in   their   social   and   emotional   well-being,   including   teaching  
relevant   skills.    In   addition,   teachers   will   receive   additional   information   on  
identifying   issues   of   abuse   and   neglect   in   the   context   of   the   pandemic.   

● Teachers   new   to   the   district   or   to   the   professional   will   be   provided   opportunities   for  
mentorship,   feedback,   and   support.   

 
 
 
 

Implementation		
Checklist:		

 

 District   leadership   and   building   principals   will   ensure   that   faculty   and   staff   are  
aware   of   any   changes   to   their   teaching   /   staff   assignments   by   mid-August.  

 Three			Models			of			Instruction:			
● In-Person			Learning		  means   that,   at   this   time,   all   teachers   return   to   school  

with   most   of   their   class   physically   present.    At   the   discretion   of   families,   some  
students   participate   from   home   in   real-time   (synchronously).    This   model    is  
achieved   through   teachers’   continuing   to   post   assignments   on   Google  
Classroom   and   through   live   video   participation   on   Google   Meets   (enhanced  
for   Fall   2020)   by   the   teacher   and   the   students.    A   daily   schedule   is   followed.   

● Hybrid			Model			of			Learning		  indicates   that   roughly   half   the   students   attend  
school   while   the   other   half   participate   from   home.    The   purpose   of   this   model  
is   to   increase   the   distance   between   students   in   the   classroom,   on   the   bus,   or  
in   any   other   area.    This   model   is   achieved   through   continuing   to   post  
assignments   on   Google   Classroom   and   through   live   participation   on   Google  
Meets.    A   daily   schedule   is   followed.  

● FPS			Interactive			Learning		  (IL)   is   the   name   of   the   remote   learning   plan   in  
Farmington.    If   schools   were   to   close   again,   teachers   would   continue   to   teach  
on   the   same   schedule   as   if   we   were   in   school   and   use   both   Google   Classroom  
and   Google   Meets   to   achieve   a   synchronous   online   environment.   

	 Training			and			Professional			Learning			
● Teachers   will   be   engaged   in   ongoing   professional   learning   in   curriculum,  

instruction,   and   assessment   to   enhance   their   skills   in   all   three   models   of  
instruction.   

● Assistant			Superintendent			of			Finance			and			Operations			will			identify			the		
needs			and			coordinate			the			training			of			all			personnel			in			all			Health			and		
Safety			protocols,			including			substitutes			or			others			who			may			enter			the		
school			outside			of			the			day			or			typical			calendar			start.			

● Building			administrators			and			teachers			will			plan			for			learning			and		
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social			experiences			that			prioritize			adult			and			student			wellness			and		
help			to			establish			positive,			safe,			and			supportive			learning		
environments			(SEL			focus).			

● Building			staff			will			be			prepared			to			identify			issues			related			to			abuse			and		
neglect			in			the			context			of			the			pandemic			and			comply			with			all			mandated		
reporting			requirements.			

	 New			Teacher			Induction			and			TEAM			Processes		
● TEAM   Module   Training   will   continue   however   dates   will   be   prioritized   for  

in-person   sessions   to   the   extent   possible.  
● All   beginning   teachers   will   be   paired   with   an   appropriate   mentor   however,  

some   mentors   will   attend   training   as   late   as   December   31st.  
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Staf�ing			and			Personnel			
Evaluation   Procedures  
 
Key			Elements:		

 

● FPS   faculty   and   staff   will   follow   forthcoming   guidance   from   CSDE   about  
Administrator,   Teacher   and   Staff   Evaluation.  
	

 
Implementation		

Checklist:		

	
 

 Principals   will   observe   and   provide   feedback   to   faculty   and   staff   to   ensure   high  
quality   teaching   and   learning   and   opportunities   for   growth.  
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Resources	:  
 
CDC			

● Considerations   for   Schools   
● Reopening   Guidance   for   Cleaning   and   Disinfecting   Public   Spaces,   Workplaces,   Businesses,   Schools,   and   Homes   
● Cleaning   &   Disinfecting   Guidance   
● Symptoms   of   Coronavirus   
● What   to   Do   If   You   Are   Sick   
● Quarantine   &   Isolation   
● Use   of   Cloth   Face   Coverings   to   Help   Slow   the   Spread   of   COVID-19   
● When   and   How   to   Wash   Your   Hands   
● Planning   for   K-12   Schools   and   Child   Care   Programs   
● Interim   Guidance   for   Administrators   of   US   K-12   Schools   and   Child   Care   Programs   
● Schools   Decision   Tree   for   Schools   Reopening   
● Keep   Students   Healthy   While   School’s   Out 	
● Standard   Precautions   for   All   Patient   Care  
● Guidance   for   Administrators   in   Parks   and   Recreational   Facilities 	

	
CDC			Communications			&			Print			Materials			

● CDC   Communications   Resources   
● CDC   COVID   Print   Resources,   Multiple   Languages   
● CDC   COVID   PSAs   
● CDC   COVID   Videos   
● CDC   COVID   Social   Media   Toolkit   
● CDC   Child   Posters,   Multiple   Languages   
● CDC   Face   Coverings   Do's   and   Don'ts  
● CDC   How   to   Protect   Yourself   and   Others  
● CDC   Stop   the   Spread   of   Germs  
● CDC   What   you   Need   to   Know   About   Handwashing   VIDEO   

 
CSDE		 

● COVID   Resources   for   Families   and   Educators   
● State   Level   Priorities:   Sustaining   Local   School   District   Capacity   &   Providing   Equity   and   Access   to   a   High   Quality   Education   for  

All   Children   
● Attendance   Guidance   and   Ensuring   Student   Engagement   during   School   Class   Cancellations   Due   to   COVID-19   
● Improving   Attendance   by   Addressing   School   Health   Assessments   and   Immunizations   
● Health   Assessments   for   the   2020-2021   School   Year  
● Special   Education   Guidance   and   Resources   for   COVID-19  
● Plan   for   Reimagining   CT   Classrooms   for   Continuous   Learning   
● Sensible   Assessment   Practices   2020-21   and   Beyond   

 
● Full,   Equal   and   Equitable   Partnerships   with   Families:   Connecticut’s   De�inition   and   Framework   for   Family   Engagement   
● EdSight   Active   Endorsement   Search   Tool   
● EdSight   Secure   FAQ  

	
DPH			

● Guidance   for   the   Cleaning   and   Disinfection   of   Schools   during   the   COVID-19   Pandemic   
● Return   to   Service   Guidance   for   Building   Water   Systems   
● Guidance   for   School   Systems   for   the   Operation   of   Central   and   non-Central   Ventilation   Systems   during   the   COVID-19  

Pandemic   
● Letter   to   SDE   on   Back-to-School  

 
SEL		

● Leveraging   the   Power   of   SEL   as   You   Prepare   to   Reopen   and   Renew   
● CASEL   Competencies  
● RULER   Approach  
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/clean-disinfect/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/quarantine-isolation.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/when-how-handwashing.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools-faq.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-schools.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/Schools-Decision-Tree.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fprepare%2Fchildren.html
https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/basics/standard-precautions.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/parks-rec/park-administrators.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/print-resources.html?Sort=Date%3A%3Adesc
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/public-service-announcements.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/videos.html?Sort=Date%3A%3Adesc
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/social-media-toolkit.html
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/posters.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/images/face-covering-checklist.jpg
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention-H.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/stop-the-spread-of-germs-11x17-en.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d914EnpU4Fo
https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/COVID19/COVID-19-Resources-for-Families-and-Educators
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Digest/2019-20/CSDE-K-12-Funding-Priorities.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Digest/2019-20/CSDE-K-12-Funding-Priorities.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Digest/2019-20/April-9-2020-Student-Engagement-Attendance-Guidance-for-Districts.pdf?la=en
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Digest/2017-18/Memo-on-Improving-Attendance.pdf?la=en
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Digest/2019-20/Health-Assessments-for-the-2020-2021-School-Year.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/Special-Education/Bureau-of-Special-Education/Coronavirus
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/COVID-19/ReimaginingCTClassrooms.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/COVID-19/SensibleAssessmentPractices.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/Publications/Full-Equal-and-Equitable-Partnerships-with-Families
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Performance/Performance-Matters-Newsletters/Performance_Matters_April_2019.pdf?la=en
http://edsight.ct.gov/relatedreports/EdSight%20Secure%20Intro%20and%20FAQs.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/Coronavirus/20200622-DPH-Guidance-for-the-Cleaning-and-Disinfection-of-Schools.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/Departments-and-Agencies/DPH/dph/drinking_water/pdf/COVID-19-Return-to-Service-Guidance.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/Coronavirus/20200622-DPH-Guidance-for-School-Systems-for-the-Operation-of-Central-and-nonCentral-Ventilation-Sys.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/Coronavirus/20200622-DPH-Guidance-for-School-Systems-for-the-Operation-of-Central-and-nonCentral-Ventilation-Sys.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Digest/2019-20/update-DPH-letter-to-SDE-back-to-school-6-17-2020-final.pdf
https://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/CASEL_Leveraging-SEL-as-You-Prepare-to-Reopen-and-Renew.pdf
https://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/CASEL-Competencies.pdf
https://www.ycei.org/ruler


● The   Social   and   Emotional   Learning   Hub  
● The   Parent   Guide   to   Resilience  
● Supporting   Kids   During   the   Corona   Virus   Crisis  
● Talking   to   Children   About   COVID-19  
● Preventing   Loneliness  
● Managing   Social   Media   Stress   with   Mindfulness  
● Emotional   Intelligence   Apps   &   Games  
● Caring   for   Each   Other  
● SEL   Games  
● Mobile   Crisis   Intervention   Services .  
● Connecticut’s   Evidence-Based   Practices   Directory  
● CHDI’s   COVID-19   resource   list 	

	
Other		

● OSHA   Safety   &   Health   Topics   Covid-19   Control   and   Prevention   
● How   We   Feel:   Help   track   Coronavirus   in   your   area  
● Harvard:   New   ‘How   We   Feel   App’   aims   to   improve   Covid-19   response  
● American   Academy   of   Pediatrics:   Covid-19   Planning   Consideration  
● 211   of   CT   -   Information   &   Resources   to   Help   Communities   #LiveUnited   During   the   Coronavirus   Pandemic  
● U.S.   Equal   Employment   Opportunity   Commission   COVID-19   Guidance   
● CIAC   Resocialization   of   Interscholastic   Athletics   and   Activities   Programs   Guidelines   
● NAFME   COVID-19   Instrument   Cleaning   Guide   
● Connecticut   Arts   Administrators   Association  
● School   Re-Entry   Considerations:   K-12   Physical   Education,   Health,   Education   &   Physical   Activity  
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https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/Academic-Office/CT-Learning-Hub/Social-Emotional-Learning-Hub
https://resilienceguide.org/
https://childmind.org/article/supporting-kids-during-the-covid-19-crisis/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=%20Parents%20Guide%20to%20Problem%20Behavior&utm_campaign=Weekly-03-16-20
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/school-climate-safety-and-crisis/health-crisis-resources/helping-children-cope-with-changes-resulting-from-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR0I30rS27K-SzYftLgsVOUTJwSZEVOZPL6m2mmSbrMQB1EFathHMCK8OW8
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/03/17/combating-loneliness-an-age-self-quarantine/
https://childmind.org/article/social-media-stress-mindfulness/
https://www.commonsense.org/education/top-picks/emotional-intelligence-apps-and-games
https://www.sesamestreet.org/home
https://confidentparentsconfidentkids.org/kid-resources/games/
https://www.empsct.org/
https://ebp.dcf.ct.gov/ebpsearch/
https://www.chdi.org/news/news-events/covid-19/
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/covid-19/controlprevention.html
https://howwefeel.org/
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/features/new-how-we-feel-app-aims-to-improve-covid-19-response/
https://services.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/clinical-guidance/covid-19-planning-considerations-return-to-in-person-education-in-schools/
https://uwc.211ct.org/covid19resources/
https://www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-about-covid-19-and-ada-rehabilitation-act-and-other-eeo-laws
http://www.casciac.org/pdfs/CIACResocializationofAthleticsGuidance.pdf
https://nafme.org/covid-19-instrument-cleaning-guidelines/
http://www.ctaaa.net/resources
https://issuu.com/shapeamerica/docs/school_rentry_considerations_k-12_pe-health-pa/1?ff&backgroundColorFullscreen=%2363c4ee

